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Abstract 
This study aimed at investigating the students’ responses towards the course 
entitled “History of English Language” in the English Department, learning 
whether the course was effective or not and also identifying some teachers’ 
views towards the course. In order to collect data for analysis, two separate 
questionnaires were distributed to English department students and teachers 
of Noakhali Science and Technology University (NSTU) and an interview was 
conducted with teachers in the English Department. The major findings of 
this study revealed that teachers and students provided similar views about 
the importance of knowing the history of English, the content of the course 
and the essentiality of the course in graduation level at non-native countries. 
Some differences between teachers’ and students’ opinions regarding the 
course including the effectiveness of the course have also been found in this 
study. Finally, some recommendations have been provided to fill the gap be-
tween the teachers’ and the students’ opinions in order to ensure the effec-
tiveness of the course in the syllabus of English department in non-native 
countries like Bangladesh. 
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1. Introduction 

English has been spread as a global language because of colonization, communi-
cations technology and globalization. “On the one hand, the availability of Eng-
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lish as a global language is accelerating globalisation. On the other, the globalisa-
tion is accelerating the use of English.” (Graddol, 2006) As a result, English is 
taught and learned as an international language in most of the countries of the 
world. English is taught as a compulsory subject from class one to twelve in 
Bangladesh. In graduation level, the course “History of English Language” has 
been introduced in the curriculum of English Department by some public and 
private universities in Bangladesh. But most of the prominent universities like 
University of Dhaka, Jahangirnagar University and Rajshahi University have not 
included this course. From the above situation, this study was conducted to 
present students’ and teachers’ responses towards the course “History of English 
Language” and also the effectiveness of the course. Alacapinar (2016) puts it, “If 
students like their teacher and the course, they may adopt the desired behaviors 
more easily.” So, learners’ views and attitudes play a significant role in effective 
teaching and learning process. Curriculum designers can develop the programs 
to fulfill the objectives and improve the academic achievement by understanding 
the learners’ motivation and attitudes (Viet, 2017). Besides identifying students’ 
views, teachers’ responses towards the course and the effectiveness of the course 
should also be addressed. As the course “History of English Language” is in-
cluded in the curriculum of few universities including Noakhali Science and 
Technology University (NSTU) in Bangladesh, the responses of students and 
teachers towards the course and the effectiveness of the course are needed to be 
explored. 

Though most of the public universities in Bangladesh do not have the course 
“History of the English Language” in graduation level, few universities have in-
troduced it in their syllabus. The current research problem is determined by the 
identification of students’ and teachers’ responses towards the course and to find 
out the effectiveness of it in graduation level. Students have unique knowledge 
and perspectives that can improve learning but students are rarely asked to ex-
press their views. A key requirement to understand the impact of current re-
forms and to improve learning is careful listening to students’ opinions (Levin, 
2000). As students and teachers play the most important role in achieving the 
purpose and fulfilling the objectives of any course, their responses should be 
considered before introducing a course in the curriculum. Besides, little research 
has been conducted to find out the effectiveness of this course “History of Eng-
lish Language” in graduation level in non-native countries. Consequently, it was 
significant to exhibit how students’ and teachers’ respond towards the course 
and the effectiveness of this course in Bangladeshi universities. So, the study has 
great importance to the university teachers because it will guide them in design-
ing their syllabus based on students’ opinions regarding this course. Moreover, 
the study will help the planners to design university’s curriculum considering 
teachers’ and students’ views. 

The study was conducted to serve a two-fold purpose. Firstly, it aimed at ex-
ploring students’ and teachers’ responses towards the course “History of English 
Language”. Secondly, it attempts to find out the effectiveness of the course in 
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graduation level. In accordance with the objectives, the study attempts to answer 
the following research questions: 

1) How do students respond towards the course “History of English Lan-
guage”? 

2) What are the teachers’ opinions regarding the course “History of English 
Language”? 

3) What is the effectiveness of the course in graduation level in non-native 
countries like Bangladesh? 

2. General History of the Development of English Language 

English language has gone through many changes and development from the 
very beginning of its history. There are so many internal and external forces that 
have been the reason of the changes and development of English Language at 
different periods. “It is important to recognise that these differences between 
Old English and present-day English are not necessarily due to English having 
lost its essential Germanic structure (although there is a perfectly acceptable ar-
gument for claiming that is actually the case). These differences arise from 
many, often unrelated, sources. Their overall effect on the present-day reader, 
however, is indeed to disguise the genuine continuities which persist throughout 
all ages” (Hogg, 2002). The settlement of Jutes, Saxons and Angles in England 
during the 5th and the 6th centuries provided the foundation of English lan-
guage’s grammar and vocabulary. “The existence of the English language as a 
separate idiom began when Germanic tribes had occupied all the lowlands of 
Great Britain and when accordingly the invasions from the continent were dis-
continued, so that the settlers in their new homes were cut off from that steady 
intercourse with their continental relations which is ‘an imperative’ condition of 
linguistic unity.” (Jespersen, 1905) In Middle English period, the Scandinavian 
invasion at the end of the 8th century and the Vikings’ conquest of England 
during the 9th century have also great influences in developing English lan-
guage. “During the later part of the Old English period, two different groups of 
non-English speakers invaded the country. Both groups were Scandinavian in 
origin, but whereas the first had retained its Scandinavian speech, the second 
had settled in northern France and become French-speaking. Both of their lan-
guages, Old Norse (ON) and Old French (OF), had a considerable influence on 
English.” (Barber, Beal, & Shaw, 1993, 2000, 2009) English language went 
through a number of phonological, morphological, lexical, and syntactic changes 
during the Middle English period. English spelling was mostly standardized and 
pronunciation changed quite dramatically because of extensive sound changes. 
In the Early Modern English period, the rapid growth of the printing industry 
was one of the most important factors in the process of the standardization of 
the English language (Chamonikolasová, 2014). In the seventeenth century, the 
social, political, commercial, technological, religious, and intellectual forces had 
great influence on the English language. At that time, the English language 
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started to spread as the influence of Dutch started declining. The eighteenth 
century desired to achieve the standard, modified and permanent form of Eng-
lish language. In the nineteenth century, the industrial and scientific revolution 
and the British colonization had contributed a lot to increase the vocabulary of 
English language. Even the British colonization of North America created a dis-
tinct American variety of English called American English which has been pop-
ular day by day. “English has become a world language because of its wide diffu-
sion outside the British Isles, to all continents of the world, by trade, coloniza-
tion and conquest”. (Barber, Beal, & Shaw, 1993, 2000, 2009) By the twentieth 
century, English has been the global language but the future of his language is 
“complex” and uncertain. According to (Graddol, 1997) ‘‘Native speakers may 
feel the language belongs to them, but it will be those who speak English as a 
second or foreign language who will determine its world future.’’ 

From more than one hundred years ago, the history of English language has 
regularly been taught as an academic subject at the university level. This course 
helps students develop a “new perspective” on the language because it makes the 
students aware of the connection of language with “politics, economics, culture, 
technology, and religion—any area of human experience in which language 
plays a role” (Matto & Momma, 2008). 

In 1755, Samuel Johnson wrote a dictionary of the English Language which 
included a perfunctory “History of the English Language” but the history was 
just a selection of older texts. The foundation of the study of “History of English 
Language” was provided by Rasmus Rask, Jacob Grimm, Franz Bopp, and other 
philologists in Continental Europe in 1818. Noah Webster (1828), Latham 
(1841), Bosworth (1836), Marsh (1862), Koch (1863) and Mätzner (1860) are the 
philologists who contributed in the 19th century. But Lounsbury (1879) pro-
vided the shape of the history of the English language where he divided his book 
into Part I, General History and Part II, History of Inflections. Emerson (1894), 
Bradley (1904), Jespersen (1905), Wyld (1906), and Smith (1912) also conducted 
similar surveys after three decades (Cable, 2009). 

In the first edition of Albert Baugh’s famous textbook “A History of the Eng-
lish Language”, he stated, “The present book… aims to present the historical 
development of English in such a way as to preserve a proper balance between 
what may be called internal history—sounds and inflections—and external his-
tory—the political, social, and intellectual forces that have determined the course 
of that development at different periods.” (Baugh & Cable, 1951) In his book, the 
“History of the English Language” has been seen as a cultural subject. 

Strang (1970) started his book describing Modern English first including the 
different stages of the language and he also introduced phonetics. The external 
history was more focused in some new textbooks like Gerry Knowles’ A Cultural 
History of the English Language in 1979, and Dick Leith’s A Social History of 
English in 1983. The second model was not about internal and external history 
but it includes the chronological development of language where the history was 
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divided into Old, Middle, and Modern English. Because of the global spread and 
multidimensional changes in the world’ English, this “single straight-line trajec-
tory” was not enough to describe the history of English language (Matto & Mom-
ma, 2008). 

Braj B. Kachru introduced a new model called “Concentric Circles Model” 
which provided three circles named the Inner Circle, the Outer Circle and the 
Expanding Circle. There are now three types of English-using speech fellow-
ships: norm-providing, norm-developing, and norm-dependent. The Inner Cir-
cle is inner with reference to the origin and spread of the language. In the Outer 
Circle and the Expanding Circle, the ecstasy generated by the power of English 
has several dimensions: demographic, ideological, societal, and attitudinal 
(Kachru, 1996). 

The introduction of “corpus linguistics” is the final achievement where com-
puter technology is used in interpreting the different aspects of the English lan-
guage (Curzan, 2008). 

As English has been the world language and it has been spread worldwide, 
“History of English Language” is also taught as a course in English programs in 
many universities of the world. 

“The historical investigation of the Indo-European languages dominated the 
nineteenth century and set the standard for the investigation of all other lan-
guage families” (Fischer, 1999). History helps learners to acknowledge the past, 
understand the present better and foresee the future. Teaching history improves 
students’ ability to view the past from different angles by increasing their know-
ledge. John Algeo, Based on the original work of Thomas Pyles, described the 
reasons why the history of English language should be studied. Firstly, like psy-
chologists need to know a person’s origins and development to understand his 
behavior; similarly, the history of English language needs to be studied for better 
understanding of English language. Secondly, studying the history of English 
will make the learners aware that many of the irregularities in today’s language 
are the remnants of earlier, quite regular patterns. Studying the history of Eng-
lish language helps to understand the anomalies of Modern English spelling and 
present-day pronunciation. History also helps to explain the meaning of words 
for example, why the meaning of “cupboard” do not mean “a board for cups”. 
Therefore, we need history to answer so many questions like this. Another rea-
son for studying the history of English language is that it can help to understand 
the literature of earlier times. Knowing about the history of the language can 
help us to answer these and many similar questions. Knowledge of the history of 
English is will not act as “panacea” for solving all the linguistic problems but ob-
viously it will “alleviate” some of them (Algeo, 2005). 

This course is taught in the undergraduate program of English department in 
some universities in Bangladesh. It is a three credit hour compulsory course with 
three lectures a week. It introduces students to the history of English language 
and shows them the connection between history and language. 
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The objectives of the course are following: 
• To enable students to get a clear understanding of the major historical events 

responsible for the birth of English language; 
• To provide students with an understanding of the chronological development 

of English language through ages by the influence of different other languag-
es; 

• To introduce them to the different distinctive features of English language in 
Old English, Middle English and Modern English period; 

• To give students the opportunity to understand how the internal change of 
the language takes place by the influence of external social, political and in-
tellectual forces; 

• To make them informed about how English became world’s most spread 
language and why it is so important to learn it; 

• To encourage them to think critically about the future of English language 
and its influence on literature in general; 

• To widen the students’ outlook on history, geography and language. 
Content of the course “History of English Language” 
The course contents include all the historical events which had an impact on 

the development of English language. In the university level of Bangladesh, this 
course covers the origin of English language in old English period which was in-
fluenced by the rule of the Roman Empire from 43 to 409 AD, the settlement of 
Anglo-Saxons in England during the 5th and the 6th centuries and the gradual 
Christianization of the country in the 7th century. It also includes the history of 
the Scandinavian invasion at the end of the 8th century and the Vikings’ con-
quest of England during the 9th century which had a great impact on English 
language in the Middle English period. Moreover, the history of Early Modern 
English and Modern English period when the language has undergone many 
changes and modification is also discussed in this course. In addition, the spread 
of the language as “World English” and the future of English language are in-
cluded in the contents of the course. 

3. Research Design 

Profile of the participants 
The Study was conducted in Noakhali Science and Technology University 

which is situated at Bangladesh. A random sample of undergraduate and gradu-
ate students (N = 100), age range 20 - 28 years filled in a questionnaire (the 
questionnaire was in English language). All the students who participated in this 
survey have completed the course. 

The students were given a brief orientation of the aims of the study before the 
questionnaire administration. The students’ average experience in studying Eng-
lish in the English Language & Literature Department was 3.5 - 4 years. The 
students included in this study share important common features. They all be-
long to same University, and they follow the same curriculum. 
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Instrument 
This study followed two main techniques. These are questionnaire and inter-

view. For data collection the following methods are followed: 
1) The students’ questionnaire 
The first questionnaire was administered for the students who have already 

completed the course. The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part 
aims to gather information concerning students’ background information such 
as gender, age, academic level and area of interest. The second part addresses the 
students’ views and responses towards the course. It also contained questions on 
whether the course was effective in graduation level. 

2) The teachers’ questionnaire 
The second questionnaire was administered for the teachers to know their 

views and responses towards the course. This questionnaire is also divided into 
two sections. The first section gathered information about teacher’s teaching 
experiences, area of specialization, and whether he had read the course in his 
graduation/post-graduation level and he had ever taught this course or not. The 
second section addresses similar kinds of questions like the first questionnaire 
on the views and responses towards the course and the effectiveness of the 
course from teachers’ perspectives. 

3) Interviewing teachers 
Five teachers were interviewed separately after giving their opinions through 

the questionnaire. The teachers were randomly selected among them who had 
taught the course at least for once. 

4. Data Analysis 

Analysis of the students’ questionnaire 
The questionnaire that was conducted for students was closed-ended. Hun-

dred students from fourth year and MA level were asked to respond to the ques-
tionnaire. Among the participants, 49% are 24 - 25 years, 41% 22 - 23 years, 6% 
are 26 - 27 years and rest of the 4% is 20 - 21 years old. 58% participants are 4th 
year students and 42% are from MA level. Among the participants, 33% have 
interest toward language, 15% towards literature and rest of the 52% towards 
both language and literature. Before knowing students’ interest towards learning 
history of English language, the 1st question was on their attitude towards learn-
ing English language. According to the results, most of the students have posi-
tive attitude. 85% of them selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 8% remains Neutral 
and 7% only selected Strongly Disagree or Disagree choices in the item “I have 
positive attitude towards learning English language”. 

Figure 1 shows that students responded positively towards learning the his-
tory of English language. 64% selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 17% selected 
Neutral and 19% Strongly Disagree or Disagree choices in the item “I am very 
interested to know about the history of English language.” Most of the students 
think that English department students should know the history of English lan-
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guage. Almost 72% of them selected Strongly Agree or Agree where almost 18% 
selected Strongly Disagree or Disagree choices in the item related to the impor-
tance of knowing the history of English language for English Department students. 

It is shown in Figure 2 that about 47% students did not find the course unne-
cessary or boring but 29% of them found it unnecessary and boring. In this case, 
24% selected Neutral. Some students enjoyed the course but some did not. 38% 
selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 34% selected Strongly Disagree or Disagree 
and 28% remained Neutral in response to the item “I enjoyed the course ‘History 
of English Language’ so much.” 

Figure 3 shows that when the students were asked about the content of the 
course, 36% responded positively that the content is interesting and adequate. 
37% of them responded negatively and 27% selected neutral. Still, 68% students 
found the course effective for learning the history of English language. At the 
same time, 20% of them responded negatively and 12% remained Neutral. But 
when they were asked about the goals of the course, 51% students selected 
Strongly Agree or Agree that the course has fulfilled its goals, 31% selected 
Strongly Disagree or Disagree and 18% remained Neutral. The next question was 
on whether the course has motivated them to learn English language or not. 38% 
students selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 39% selected Strongly Disagree or  

 

 
Figure 1. Percentage of students’ interest to the history of English language. 

 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of students’ opinion regarding the necessity of the course. 
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Disagree and 23% selected Neutral. 
According to Figure 4, 51% Students think that the course is essential in gradu-

ation level but 36% responded negatively and 13% remained Neutral. At the 
same time 63% students think that this course is only essential when students 
have a specialized degree on English language in post-graduation level. But 25% 
responded negatively and 12% selected Neutral. 

It is shown in Figure 5 that 32% students selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 
50% selected Strongly Disagree or Disagree, 18% selected Neutral in response to  

 

 
Figure 3. Percentage of students’ opinion regarding the content of the course. 

 

 
Figure 4. Percentage of students’ opinion regarding the essentiality of the course. 

 

 
Figure 5. Students’ opinion regarding the necessity of the course in non-native countries. 
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that this course is not necessary in the curriculum of non-native countries like 
Bangladesh. 

Analysis of the teachers’ questionnaire 
15 teachers of English Department from Noakhali Science and Technology 

University responded to the questionnaire. Among them, 60% have less than 5 
years teaching experience, 33.3% have 6-10 years and 6.7% have 11 - 15 years’ 
experience. Around 54% selected literature, 40% selected both literature and 
language, and around 6% selected Language in response to the item “Your area 
of specification”. Among the participants, only 26.7% read the course “History 
of English Language” in their student life and 73.3% did not have the course in 
their syllabus. Besides, 53.3% participants had never taught this course in their 
teaching career and 46.7% had taught this course. 

Figure 6 shows that when teachers were asked about students having positive 
attitude towards learning English, 53.3% selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 20% 
selected Disagree, and 26.7% selected Neutral. 

According to Figure 7, 46.7% teachers selected Neutral, 20% selected Agree, 
26.7% selected Disagree and 6.6% selected Strongly Disagree in response to the 
item “Students are interested to know about the history of English language”. 

It is found in Figure 8 that most of the teachers specifically 73.3% think that  
 

 
Figure 6. Teachers’ opinion regarding students’ positive attitude towards learning English. 

 

 
Figure 7. Teachers’ opinion regarding students’ interest to know the history of English. 
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English Department students should know the history of English language and rest 
of them around 26.7% remained Neutral. Nobody disagreed about this point. 

Figure 9 shows that 60% of the teachers think that students do not enjoy the 
course and 40% selected Neutral. Besides, 46.7% of the participants selected 
Disagree, 33.3% selected Neutral and 20% selected Strongly Agree or Agree in 
response to the item “The content of the course is interesting and adequate.” 
Moreover, 53.3% teachers selected Agree, 40% Selected Neutral and 6.7% se-
lected Disagree choices to the item “Students find the course unnecessary and 
boring.” 

Among the participants, 33.4% selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 33.3% se-
lected Neutral and 33.3% selected Disagree in response to the item “Students 
find the course very effective to learn the history of English language.” But ac-
cording to Figure 10, only 20% participants agreed that the course has fulfilled 
its goals and met students’ expectations. 40% of them selected Disagree and 40% 
selected Neutral regarding this item. In response to the question whether know-
ing the history of English language motivated students to learn English language 
or not, 40% selected Disagree, 33.3% selected Neutral and 26.7% selected 
Strongly Agree or Agree. 

 

 
Figure 8. Teachers’ opinion regarding the students’ necessity of knowing the history of 
English. 

 

 
Figure 9. Teachers’ opinion about how much students enjoy the course. 
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It is shown in Figure 11 that among the participants, 46.7% agreed about the 
essentiality of the course in graduation level but 40% selected Strongly Disagree 
or Disagree and 13.3% selected Neutral. But 60% selected Strongly Agree or 
Agree, 33.3 selected Strongly Disagree or Disagree and 6.7% selected Neutral in 
response to the item “The course is only essential when students want to have a 
specialized degree on English Language.” 

According to Figure 12, 46.6% selected Strongly Agree or Agree, 40% selected  
 

 
Figure 10. Percentage of teachers’ opinion regarding the fulfillment of the goals. 

 

 
Figure 11. Teachers’ opinion regarding the essentiality of the course in graduation level. 

 

 
Figure 12. Teachers’ opinion regarding the necessity of the course in non-native countries. 
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Strongly Disagree or Disagree and 13.3% selected Neutral choices to the item “I 
don’t see the necessity of this course in the curriculum of non-native countries 
like Bangladesh. 

5. Findings and Recommendations 

After analyzing the results, it was found that teachers and students have both 
similarities and differences in their opinions. Both agreed that students have 
positive attitudes toward learning English language. Both teachers and students 
responded positively that English department students should know the history 
of English language. Besides, both provided similar opinions regarding the con-
tent of the course. Only 20% teachers and 36% students agreed that the content 
of the course was interesting and adequate. Moreover, almost 40% teachers and 
39% students disagreed that students feel more motivated to learn English lan-
guage after knowing its history. Moreover, whether the course is essential for 
EFL students in graduation level or not, both teachers and students responded 
positively. At the same time, 63% students and 60% teachers also agreed that this 
course could be included only when the students had a specialized degree on Eng-
lish language. And finally, 40% teachers and 50% students agreed about the neces-
sity of the course in the curriculum of non-native countries like Bangladesh. 

On the other hand, teachers and students have also different opinions regard-
ing the course “History of English Language”. For example, only 20% teachers 
agreed that students are interested to know about the history of English language 
but 64% responded positively regarding their interests towards knowing the his-
tory of English language. Besides, according to students’ responses, only 29% 
students find the course unnecessary and boring but almost 54% students found 
it so according to teachers’ opinions. Moreover, 38% students agreed that they 
enjoyed the course but 60% teachers said that students did not enjoy the course. 
In addition, students and teachers have also different opinions regarding the ef-
fectiveness of the course. For example, 68% students found the course effective 
for learning history of English language but only 33.4% teachers agreed about 
the effectiveness. Finally, 51% students agreed that the course had fulfilled its 
goals but only 20% teachers accepted this. 

In order to fulfill the gap between teachers’ and students’ opinions and to 
make the course more effective, we need to focus on the following points based 
on the results of the questionnaire and teachers’ interview: 

1) Creative methods and techniques of imparting knowledge should be em-
ployed by the teachers to make the course interesting and enjoyable to the stu-
dents. 

2) Instructors should add some contents according to students’ needs and ex-
pectations besides including the basic contents of the course. They can contex-
tualize some items. For example, during describing the origin of English Lan-
guage, they can mention about the origin of Bengali language too. 

3) As the teachers found that the course failed to fulfill its goals, teachers 
should adopt proper strategies and follow different activities to fulfill the goals 
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and to make the course effective. 
4) As only half of teachers and students agreed about the necessity of this 

course in the graduation level of Bangladesh, it can be included as an alternative 
course in the syllabus where students will have the options to choose it. Besides, 
it can be included in the syllabus when students want a specialized degree on 
English language. 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study focuses on a variety of purposes. Firstly, it investigates 
the students’ and teachers’ responses towards the course entitled “History of 
English Language” in the English Department at NSTU. Another purpose is in-
vestigating the effectiveness of the course in graduation level in non-native 
countries like Bangladesh. Data were collected by means of questionnaire and 
interview and it is clear from the results there are differences and similarities in 
teachers’ and students’ views towards the course. Findings reveal that the stu-
dents have more positive views towards the course than the teachers. To fulfill 
the gap between teachers’ and students’ opinions, some activities have been 
recommended by the researchers. The teaching process needs to engage students 
actively with some motivating learning styles and enjoyable techniques in order 
to fulfill the goals of the course. The course can also be added in the syllabus of 
graduation level as an optional course. 
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Abstract 

The paper studies Hausa films language through the analysis of communica-
tion strategies, namely figurative language (proverbs, metaphor), Code switch-
ing/Code mixing and Coded-language. The paper attempts to demonstrate 
how the characters’ use of these devices is deliberate, conscious. It shows that 
proverbs are commonly used as communication strategy not only to “embel-
lish” but also to “convey deeper meaning” (Aduku, 2018) which helps reveal 
character competence and proficiency in the language. It also discovers that 
code switching/code mixing is used purposely as a communication strategy to 
structure speech in film conversation. As for coded message, it reflects a 
change in handling matters where communication is done in a restricted se-
cret manner through coded message. Also, the examples extracted from the 
Hausa Film Basaja are to show that for proper understanding of the language, 
the surface meaning of words is to be examined. 
 

Keywords 

Hausa Films, Discourse, Proverbs, Code Switching/Code Mixing,  
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1. Introduction 

Language is, according to (Aduku, 2018), a “crucial and central to African dra-
ma/film, and is one aspect of African histrionics whose essence seems to increase 
in appreciation especially in video film productions”. Aliyu (2014) quoting 
Aristotle supports that it is “the most beautiful language expressing the highest 
idea”. On the other hand, “African drama/film is functional. It is known to create 
cultural re-awakening. It connects society and community by re-energising the re-
lationship between the living, the dead, and yet unborn” (Aduku, 2018); whereas 
Chamo (2012) is of the view that “film discourse or what is commonly called 
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‘film text’ is of great significance in the study of social behavior and identity.” 
However, specialists and analysts of language and discourse examine film lan-
guage from two different points of view so that “formal linguists consider the 
discourse as a particular unit of language above the level of sentence” while 
functionalists view it “as a particular focus on language use” (Schiffrin, 1994). 
For the purpose of this research, the functionalist view is employed. 

Language serves different functions among which imparting information, as 
well as revealing character. The methodology used is that of Fasold (1990), who 
suggests that: “the study of discourse is the study of any aspect of language use” 
and as well as that of Brown and Yule (1983) who define the analysis of dis-
course as “necessarily the analysis of language in use. As such it cannot be re-
stricted to the description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes of 
functions which these forms are designed to serve in human affairs.” Mainly, as 
Crystal (1971) puts it: “it is impossible to conceive of a rational being or of a so-
ciety, without employing the existence of a language…” Else, “language data are 
therefore sources for theorizing about society (Chamo, 2012). Schiffrin (1994) 
following. Fairclough (1989) suggests, “language is part of society; linguistic 
phenomena are social phenomena of a special sort, and social phenomena are 
(in part) linguistic phenomena”. According to this view, language and society 
are intimately related, “so interwoven that the analysis of language as an inde-
pendent system would be insufficient” (Chamo, 2012). 

Discursive analysis may also be related to communicative practices in that 
“Language is used as a vehicle of characterization where every character is made 
to speak in a way that is appropriate to his class, status, etc” (Aliyu, 2014: p.125). 
Using distinct languages/codes as variations of the same language; the distinc-
tions/differences affect how language is used, expressed and understood. Some 
authors argue that when we consider the social level of characterization, the 
place of language to distinguish between characters who belong to various social 
classes becomes inevitable. 

As a result, we share Fasold (1990) and Gumperz (1982) assumptions that 
when a text is considered as a code for itself that the code varies according to 
areas of communication and undergoes changes according to the purposes of 
communication, the film text, as well, finally turns to be a specific code which 
reflects public discourse and it seemingly causes to change it. 

A relatively new phenomenon (…), the Hausa film despite the unques-
tioned role of entertainment, also creates new ways of speaking of presented 
topics and situations (…). It is therefore for these reasons that the language 
of Hausa films can be considered as discourse that may be analyzed in 
comparison with a communicative practice accepted in traditional Hausa 
society (Chamo, 2012). 

In fact, the data used for this research were collected from a Kannywood film: 
“Basaja: Gidan Yari” directed by Adam A. Zango (A well-known Nigerian film 
producer and actor). The film is selected tentatively to highlight the new speech 
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practices with regard to code-switching/code-mixing, coded language that are 
identified in dialogues. 

There is no doubt that the paper seeks to fill the gap with regards to Hausa 
discourse practices which are considered by natives as strong and important 
factors of their cultural identity. We align with Chamo (2012) to point out that 
studies on the above-mentioned remain few and far less developed. As a result, 
an attempt has been made to analyze the function of a Hausa film namely Basaja 
Gidan Yari, by taking into account the communication strategies and the signif-
icant effect it has on the characters while holding the rules of communication 
that do not discriminitate speakers from the society (Chamo, 2012). Thus, as 
said earlier, to examine the language use in Basaja, our attention will be on the 
use of proverbs, figurative language, code-switching, code-mixing and the inter-
face between language and Law. 

2. Hausa Film 

Traditionally, “theatre” has been taken to refer to performance whereas “drama” 
has referred to the work designed for stage representation, the body of written 
play (Elam, 1980). Considered as either theatre or drama, then Hausa film was 
played by monolingual Hausa speakers except some borrowings from English in 
Nigeria and French in Niger Republic. But nowadays Hausa films are set in a 
modern environment with actors having undergone formal western education. 
Hence the newly introduced forms of communication in their dialogues, recog-
nized as a manifestation of new values, which contribute to forge a new dis-
course. 

3. The Use of Language in the Film Basaja 

Language in drama or diction, as Aliyu (2014: p. 122) puts it, is the choice of 
words, phrases, sentences, structure and figurative language which combine to 
help create meaning. Aristotle talks of formal, middle and informal diction; he 
maintains even that diction in drama should be appropriately formal. Else, cha-
racters are to choose the appropriate words as “Words are not spoken in a va-
cuum either in drama or in real life. They always belong within a context, a situ-
ation of some kind, which produces them and which helps to give them full 
meaning.” In film, language is represented as spoken, “It thus can be described 
as “performative” dependant on a performative situation which is, like the 
communicative situation in everyday speech, characterized by the presence of 
two or more speakers in the same place at the same time’ (Bentley, 1979). 

To examine the use of language in Basaja, we consider dialogues in their relev-
ance and significance in determining people’s identity within the Hausa society. 

4. Discursive Features in Film Language 

We align with Goddar (2006) as cited in Chamo (2012: p.137) who states that 
“speech practices have a cultural background and a profound ‘cultural shaping’. 
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We also note with Ma Newman and Gimba (1998) that in Hausa, language eti-
quette includes many conventional questions and responses that are part of cul-
turally accepted communication. And «Film language reproduces only some of 
these aspects that can be analysed through the use of discourse theory” (Chamo 
2012). Especially, linguistic evidence extracted from dialogues refers to social 
stratification that is manifested in language use which calls on characters to 
speak in a way that is appropriate to his class, status, etc. 

4.1. Figurative Language 

Dramatic language deviates from everyday language in “terms of its employment 
of an aesthetically functionalized language (…). Above that it may employ figur-
ative speech to a high degree. The frequent use of images like metaphor, simile, 
synecdoche or metonymy characterizes the language. 

Proverbs/Saying 

Language in traditional African drama is expressed in the traditional 
speech convention of proverbs and idioms, virtually every African com-
munity employ the use of proverbs and idioms in their narrative. Prov-
erbs and idioms in language embellish the dramatic dialogue and convey 
deeper meanings and essence, most times with deep philosophical mean-
ing (Aduku, 2018). 

In Hausa society, proverbs reveal users competence and proficiency. “Kamar 
ya/ta girma da kakarta/shi” (literally meaning as if he/she has been reared by 
one’s grandma) talking of a young making too much skillful use of proverbial 
utterances in conversation. This is, because of the assumption that in Hausa so-
ciety proverbs are mostly used by elders as Chamo (2012) observed; but it is 
generally and socially accepted that the use of proverbs reveals one’s competence 
and proficiency in language use. So in our context ‘Hausa film text/language, we 
consider the use of proverbs not as a device which helps make generational 
boundaries clear but as a communication strategy that helps reveal character. 
This is, because: 

Based on the principles of conciseness, clarity and coherence that “shape 
the conception of a drama and the structuring of speech” the characters ut-
terances are mostly restricted to the really essential things.” A character in a 
play ‘is limited in his/ her utterance to what bears or the play as a whole, 
keeps it moving. The character’ may employ figurative speech to a high de-
gree (…..). Eric Bentley (1979). 

Else, “Actors use proverbs to facilitate communication, to convey commit-
ment, to draw attention, to be polite. But also, “to make statement indirect or 
less abrupt (…)”. Chamo (2012). 

In discourse situation, film heroes, use proverbs in different angles: so in the 
film Basaja for example, Sardauna used the proverb “Birds of the same features 
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flock together” to make his statement indirect even though the dialogue is be-
ing conducted in a straightforward language. By using the proverb the actor 
invites/advises his accomplice Kairat indirectly to betray Tojodine, another 
actor. 

In part 4 the moment they broke into Jabir’s room to arrets him, the police of-
ficer, Inspector Dan Musa having purchased Jabir for long told him “Rana tara 
ta barawo daya lak ta mai kaya” (lit. 9 days for the thief, one single day for the 
owner) which can be interpreted as the inspector attempt to inform Jabir that his 
game is over. 

Jabir, the main character says: “an dade ana ruwa kasa tana shanyewa/tsotsewa” 
(lit. “so much water has passed under bridge”) a proverb used to make statement 
more indirect even when the dialogue is conducted in a straight forward lan-
guage. 

Another actor used proverb to express thought telling “dan halak!” (lit. Talk 
of the devil …). 

These proverbs used in Basaja prove proverbs as a well-settled conversation 
strategy in the Hausa traditional system of communication. Contrary to Chamo 
(2012) who observes a somehow difference of its discourse function from the 
regular every-day practice, we argue in the same line as Aduku (2018) that 
“Proverbs (…) convey deeper meanings and essence, most times with deep phi-
losophical meaning.” Therefore, they really mean the person’s competence and 
proficiency in language use. 

4.2. Metaphor 

A figure of speech, a metaphor is an imaginative way of describing something by 
referring to something else which is the same in a particular way (Collins Eng-
lish Dictionary, Harper Collins Publishers). 

“The relationship between this world and reality is metaphorical. The nature 
of the stage/film, therefore, the setting and the style of acting should be such as 
to assist the language in its creation of this metaphorical world” Aliyu (2014) 
quoting Agoro. 

Broadly speaking, in discourse situation this kind of figurative language is 
used to mark indirectness. 

A metaphor is also used to describe someone or something by showing their 
similarity with something else: addressing Sardauna, Jabir uses metaphor to ex-
press his feeling describing him this way: “Mikiya mai hangen nesa” (lit. What 
an eagle eye you are). “Rana ko’ina da haskenki” (lit. sun,your eyes are every-
where). 

Also, characters (in this context, Jabir) use this device to praise. For example, 
“shege Sardauna (lit. What a genius man you are!). 

Actors use metaphor to inform about a situation as Jabir does in this film; He 
tries to make Zee realize the situation she is in by sending to tell her: “Wanda ya 
zuba hajarsa a kasuwa mutum nawa yake jin za su kan hajar tashi” (lit. he or she 
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who shows one’s wares to good how many people do they think will come to buy 
it). 

They also use it to express emotions and warn politely: “Also tell Sadi to find 
Rat-Head and tell her that I said: “voluntary fasting is not allowed in the month 
of Ramadan. If she performs voluntary one instead of the obligatory one, it will 
be rejected and there will be grave consequences.’ Got it? Jabir is warning Khai-
rat against the danger of being reckless as he found out that she put someone 
else to do the work she is likely to do. 

As to Webster’s New World College Dictionary, metaphor is a figure of 
speech containing an implied comparison, in which a word or phrase ordinarily 
and primarily used of one thing is applied to another. Characters, Jabir for ex-
ample is found to be described in this sense: katangar karfe, gumbar dutse, kaya 
take sa sartse (lit: iron wall, smashed rock, tricky thorn). 

These are few examples of metaphor used in Hausa film Basaja. We dare say 
that in film text, metaphors are also proved to be a well-settled conversation 
strategy in the modern Hausa system of communication that signify the user’s 
competence and proficiency in language use. 

4.3. Code Switching/Code Mixing 

With regard to the language use in Film/drama Scholars, when commenting on 
the language of a film end up categorizing it either as code-switching, diglossia 
or borrowed words or phrases from another language. 

As to code switching, Linguists in general and Sociolinguists in particular di-
verge on the distinction between Code Switching and Code Mixing. 

Some scholars such as Muysken, P. (2000), Meyerhoff, M. (2006) and Ward-
haugh (1986), do not distinguish between (code switching and code-mixing) the 
two concepts. In fact, they consider code switching as a form of code mixing or 
vice-versa. This paper uses the two concepts interchangeably 

With concern film discourse we are of the same opinion as Li Wei, Sebba 
and Tony, Cromdal, who view Code-Switching as a means of structuring talk 
in conversation while Kamish Shaman studied Code-Switching as a commu-
nication device in conversation. They stated that bilinguals use CS strategies to 
organize, enhance and enrich their speech in order to achieve their communica-
tion objectives in Nana (2020: p. 219). 

Aliyu (2014) also stated: “Code switching occurs, as to some critics, in order 
to distinguish between characters that belong to various social classes”. Else, 
every character is made to speak in a way that is appropriate to his class even 
though Chamo (2012) asserted that “two factors are responsible for code 
switching in kanywood films, emotional situation, (love/sadness) or showing of 
identity”. 

4.3.1. Code Switching 
In film dialogues, Code switching is employed as a communicational strategy 
used to ease tension between the story heroes. For instance, Kairat addressed to 
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Z (a police secret agent) who broke into her house but unfortunately came to be 
seen: 

“Welcome to my house Zee, Zaki karaso ko in sa a karaso da ke.” 
Kairat continued on: “ya kamata ki san kina da dumbun laifi a kanki: kidnap-

ping, impersonation and an attempt of stealing” 
In film dialogue, situation also plays a crucial role in determining the choice 

of words. In the following examples, the actor speaks largely in English, and then 
switches code to repeat the same thing in Hausa language in order to reiterate 
her message, attract attention, and persuade and emphasize the contents of the 
message. 

“Sir, I want you to get me information on who Jabir might want to see in the 
prison”/Ina so a nemo min information wa ye Jabir yake so ya gani a prison.” 

“As a policeman I don’t ignore any piece of information given to me./A mat-
sayina na dan sanda bana neglecting duk wani information da aka bani.” 

“Kar ka damu, your daughter is safe” (lit: don’t worry). 
“I like the guy.” (Ina bala’in sonshi). Yaron yana da hankali. (He is very intel-

ligent). 
Therefore, it proves Gumperz and Holmes’s assertion right that conversation-

al code switching serves to not only reiterate one’s message but also enhance ad-
dressees’ motivation to carefully scrutinize the message presented (Nana, 2020: 
p. 223). 

4.3.2. Code-Mixing 
Actors use Code-Mixing to warn politely, to persuade. For example, Jabir ad-
dressing Zee: “ni yanzu ina cikin prison amma wanda zai yi taking over dina ba 
ki san shi ba.” 

Zee makes use of code-mixing to persuade her addressee to get committed or 
engaged. “(…) Da kofa guda ce ta fita da ba zai yi ba saboda shi ba ya taking 
risk” when talking to the Police commander. 

Zee, while talking to Jabir also mixes code to express worrying: 
“Jabir virus kenan; duk wadannan abubuwan da zaka yi ta yaya zaka yi ka fita 

daga Najeriya bayan ka san there is no way”. 
Jabir: There is always a way. Kin san ansar. The code switching used in this 

example serves to express one’s worrying 
Sardauna mixes codes to impart particular effects on Kairat trying to convince 

her to betray her own “employer” to flee away together whit him: “ina nufin zan 
yi betraying din Jabir kema ki yi betraying din Tajodine da Na Allah”. 

These are few instances of code-switching/code-mixing that confirm Baker’s 
(1998) submission that “Code-Switching is rather a linguistic skill” and that of 
Poplack (2000) for whom “it is clear that code switching is a verbal skill(….); 
moreover that of Adendorff and Myers-scotton in Nana (2020: p. 223), that 
code switching no more serves the objectives of compensation of linguistic de-
ficiency but has become a functionally motivated behavior. 

In Basaja Hausa film we find actors used Code-Switching/Code-Mixing con-
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siderably on purpose, for various reasons. What leads us to argue in the same 
line as Baker and Jones (1998) that CS is “a valuable linguistic strategy” which 
does not happen at random. In Basaja, it is revealed as a valuable newly conver-
sational strategy. 

4.4. Coded-Message 

While “Writing is the least frequent of the four functions of language” 
(Soundararaj, 2012), in film dialogues, actors happen to also make use of it as 
conversational strategy. It is used as a medium to preserve records even though 
obviously more difficult to produce than speech. “It requires hard critical think-
ing and creative imagination to produce a written discourse or document” Sou-
dararaj (P167) goes on to state. 

In the Hausa film Basaja, the main character Jabir goes through this medium 
to give instructions to his fellow the so-called Sardauna. But a secret agent broke 
into his hidden record house, found his secret file where he was instructing Sar-
dauna but through coded message from his Description Board as materialized in 
Figure 1 as follows: Put in form of a figure where we can read on the left the 
name of the main character next to him thats Sardauna who should fly from 
Saudi Arabia to Kano. On the right, he mentioned the names of all that are con-
cerned by the operation to take place, Sardauna might or should come 
across/meet that are Kamalu, Kwalba, Scissors, and Zee where he even described 
the very first as hard and the others as easy; the address where Sardauna is sup-
posed to go and look for another character in a coded form that is: Cross Rivers 
Zango Calabar Titi. Last mentioned was the name of Dauda who has gone to 
fetch Sardauna from the Airport, explained what’s on, where to find whoever is 
concerned and so. 

But, when studying the language of drama, it is sometimes not the apparent 
meaning of the words that counts, but what they do in the context of a particular 
situation. As to Crow quoted in Aliyu (2004: p. 123) “a good dramatist must 
consider not only the “surface” meaning of the words but their overt, substantial 
meaning but also what they are doing in terms of the characters, their relationship 
and the overall action”. This assertion is surely, what drives the secret agent hav-
ing her eye on Jabir, do all her best to find what is behind the above-mentioned 

 

 
Figure 1. Coded-message from Jabir Description Board destined to Sardauna. 
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coded message. 
To achieve her aim that is to decipher the coded message and determine Ja-

bir’s true intent, she uses her skill, goes through a series of questioning as follow: 
Dauda? Sardauna? Kano? What does he mean? Cross Rivers? What does he 
mean? Is this their meeting point? No, this can’t be. Why will they meet in Ca-
labar? What brings Cross Rivers here? Cross Rivers? 

At the end of this careful questioning/reasoning and through language analy-
sis she succeeded in translating the meaning between the English language and 
Hausa language as follow: 1) Cross means Joint; 2) Rivers? Rivers? Rivers? Rivers 
means Koguna in Hausa; Yes, Rivers KOGUNA, so Koguna Hotel; 3) Calabar 
Titi? Calabar Titi? Titi means Street, Calabar Titi means Calabar Street! 

Therefore, she came out with the following: Cross Rivers Zango Calabar Titi 
meaning: Joint at Koguna Hotel Calabar Street. Hence, the first part of the 
statement from Figure 1 namely: Cross Rivers Zango Calabar Titi was unco-
vered, elucidated. Thus, she succeeded in interpreting the meaning/the essence 
of one aspect of the coded message: that he, (Sardauna) should joint someone at 
Koguna Hotel Calabar Street (Figure 2 bellow). But who is it that he has to 
meet? That is the other part of the riddle she has to solve. 

So joint at Koguna Hotels Calabar Street but who is he going to meet? Let us 
follow her again in her questioning/interpreting/deducing. 

So the last question BUT WHO? WHO IS HE GOING TO MEET? Took her 
to the following step: always performing language analysis on the written state-
ment she, at this point, puts emphasis on the head of the statement on the De-
scription Board in this case Head of Rat. HEAD OF RAT? HEAD OF RAT? She  

 

 
Figure 2. Zee started eliciting what is behind the code message. 
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Figure 3. Zee decoded, sorted out definitely the meaning behind the coded-message. 

 
draws the line between Kai and Rat and between Head and Bera (Figure 3): 
Head means Kai in Hausa she told herself. HEAD? RAT? “KAI”, “BERA” 
“RAT”, “Kai of Rat” = KAIRAT! 

THE GIRL’S NAME IS KAIRAT. 
At this juncture the secret agent definitely unveiled, solves the mystery behind 

Jabir coded message. 
This example proves coded message to be a very important and interesting 

strategy of communication in films especially when there is interface between 
language and law. This strategy highlights and improves characters’ proficiency 
as stated by the secret agent reaction once she happens to unveil, definitely, the 
whole mystery: “No, Jabir I am a genius, too.” that producers should make use of 
it too often. 

5. Conclusion 

The analysis of the Hausa film text namely Basaja, shows that there are so many 
uses of language in its performative function/abilities to make do something, 
hence change something. This paper found out that language was used as com-
munication strategies through the use of figurative language in terms of prov-
erbs, metaphorical words and expressions, elaborate expressions. Films stories 
also introduce and encourage new strategies of communication namely code 
switching/code mixing and, the coded message or should we say the interface 
between language and law; all these constitute the strategically new tendencies to 
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preserve the traditional way of language behaviour and the socio-cultural identi-
fication of Hausa language when especially stated that “Hausa films are both a 
cultural and a social phenomenon”, Chamo (2012). Besides all these, language 
reveals character, enables us to know the role played by each character and helps 
us determine the tone and mood of the play. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to study the artistic conception of the English 
translation of ancient poems. Artistic conception, as the main artistic feature 
of poetry, is produced by the superposition of images. In this paper, I choose 
three different versions of famous translators’ translations of Prelude to Wa-
ter Melody, to make a comparative study, and discuss how to convey the ar-
tistic conception in the process of English translation. 
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1. Introduction 

As for the artistic conception, Wang Guowei once pointed out that the top of 
Chinese ancient poetry was the artistic conception (Sun, 2013). In the translation 
of poetry, the reproduction of the original artistic conception is the target pur-
sued by the translator. In this paper, I choose three different versions of follow-
ing translators’ translations, Lin Yutang, Xu Yuanchong and Zhao Yanchun 
(hereinafter referred to as Translator Lin, Translator Xu and Translator Zhao), 
and make a comparative study of Prelude to Water Melody to explore how dif-
ferent translators deal with the expression of artistic conception. My main re-
search method is literature research. The reason why I choose the translations of 
these three translators is that they are all representatives of the Chinese transla-
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tion circle, especially Xu Yuanchong, whose translation focuses on the transla-
tion of ancient poems into English. His translation theory also has a profound 
influence on the later generations. Therefore, the selection of their translations 
will contribute to study the artistic conception of the English translation of an-
cient poems from different perspectives. 

2. Analysis 

Artistic conception begins with the concept of Taoism in the pre-Qin Dynasty. 
For Taoism, we cannot accurately express and explain it, but it is a kind of real 
existence. It is this characteristic of thinking that can only be understood but 
cannot be explained that inspires the writers of later generations to pursue such 
a lofty artistic realm—artistic conception. With the help of artistic conception, 
the author mobilizes the imagination of the readers and inspires them to feel the 
connotation of the works spontaneously. This is the charm of artistic conception 
in ancient poetry. Therefore, whether the artistic conception of Chinese ancient 
poetry is successfully reproduced in translation determines to a great extent the 
success of the translation of the whole work. 

Prelude to Water Melody is written by Su Shi, a great writer in the Song Dy-
nasty. This poem is widely circulated in China, the whole is a good sentence and 
has a high aesthetic value. Its biggest characteristic is the use of a lot of artistic 
conception, expressing the author’s true feelings, which is also the reason why I 
choose this poem. It concentrates on the Mid-Autumn moon to begin imagina-
tion and thinking, putting the human world’s vicissitudes of life into the philo-
sophical pursuit of the universe of life (Cheng, 2010). Su Shi expressed the re-
sentment of not being recognized through the Mid-Autumn Festival, in which 
feelings mingle with scenes, with a strong beauty of artistic conception. Mean-
while, he also expressed his optimistic attitude towards life and good wishes for 
life. The original text is as follows: 

明月几时有？把酒问青天。不知天上宫阙，今夕是何年？我欲乘风归去，

又恐琼楼玉宇，高处不胜寒。起舞弄清影，何似在人间？ 
转朱阁，低绮户，照无眠。不应有恨，何事长向别时圆？人有悲欢离合，

月有阴晴圆缺，此事古难全。但愿人长久，千里共婵娟。 

The first half of the poem focuses on the sky, and the author uses the artistic 
conception of the moon as a metaphor for being pure and lofty. While the 
second half of the poem focuses on the world, the scenery was turned into feel-
ings, with a full moon to foil the departure. The following is my detailed analysis 
of the original text. 

明月几时有？把酒问青天。 

Translator Lin: How rare the moon, so round and clear! With cup in hand, I 
ask of the blue sky. 

Translator Xu: How long will the full moon appear? Wine cup in hand, I ask 
the sky. 
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Translator Zhao: How often does the bright moon appear? Holding my cup, I 
ask the blue sky. 

The most important image in these two sentences is the moon. I have con-
sulted relevant materials to understand the source of this image and the emotion 
it expresses. “明月几时有?” originated in a poem by Li Bai, “青天有月来几时，

我今停杯一问之。人攀明月不可得，月行却与人相随。” And the image of 
“moon” is widely used in ancient poetry, mostly to write the feeling of missing, 
expressing a kind of cold beauty of artistic conception. Both Xu and Zhao modi-
fy the moon. Xu uses the word “full”, while Zhao chooses “bright”. The expres-
sion of Lin’s translation is slightly different. He chooses “round and clear” to 
modify the moon, highlighting the completeness and brightness of the moon. 
The word of clear is used here to express the sense of coolness, which I think is 
more consistent with the artistic conception. In addition, I agree with Xu’s 
translation that there is no need to add modifiers before the sky for we cannot 
see the color of the sky at night. 

不知天上宫阙、今夕是何年？ 

Translator Lin: I do not know in the celestial sphere. What name this festive 
night goes by? 

Translator Xu: I do not know what time of the year. It would be tonight in the 
palace on high. 

Translator Zhao: Tonight, I do not know, which year. It is in the palace on 
high? 

For these two sentences, I compared the differences of the three translators in 
terms of words according to the original text. These two sentences push the 
praise for the bright moon and yearning feelings forward, with an open artistic 
conception. “Gong” and “Que” are both forms of Chinese ancient architecture. 
They refer to the palace when put together. Here especially mean the legendary 
“Guanghan Palace” where Chang’e lives in. “The palace on high” in Xu’s and 
Zhao’s translations seems to be more appropriate to the artistic concept. Lin’s 
translation of “celestial sphere” is somewhat inferior to that of the other two 
translators. 

我欲乘风归去，惟恐琼楼玉宇，高处不胜寒。 

Translator Lin: I want to fly home, riding the air, but fear the ethereal cold up 
there, the jade and crystal mansions are so high! 

Translator Xu: Riding the wind, there I would fly, yet I’m afraid the crystalline 
palace would be too high and cold for me. 

Translator Zhao: I would go above riding the air; in the celestial castles there, 
the cold, I’m afraid, I couldn’t bear. 

These three sentences should be translated according to the author’s thoughts 
and feelings. Thus, based on a general understanding of the author’s biographi-
cal background and the feelings of the original work, I make a comparative 
analysis of the translations of the three translators. Lin’s translation of “乘风归
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去” is different from that of the other two translators. His translation is “fly 
home”. Su Shi himself imaged before that he was a man on the moon in his pre-
vious life, so he had the idea of “fly home”. He wanted to fly to the moon, but he 
was afraid that he would not be able to withstand the cold in the imaginary pa-
lace. It contains the author’s expectation to return to the imperial court, but in 
the capital, he is likely to be unable to withstand the intrigue against each other. 
Thus, “乘风归去” has a double meaning. Therefore, I agree more with the “fly 
home” in Lin’s translation. “Home” refers to the palace in the imagination of Su 
Shi, but more importantly, it refers to the real court. For the translation of the 
latter two clauses, the translations of Xu and Zhao prefer literal translation. The 
word “ethereal” in Lin’s translation is a shining point, and he modifies “cold”. 
“Ethereal”, which originally means graceful, here conveys a beauty of being dim, 
which is very pictorial. 

起舞弄清影，何似在人间？ 

Translator Lin: Dancing to my shadow, I feel no longer the mortal tie. 
Translator Xu: I rise and dance, with my shadow I play. On high as on earth, 

would it be as gay? 
Translator Zhao: To dance there with a cool shadow whirled. Is not better 

than this human world. 
I first consult the materials to understand what the author really wants to ex-

press, because these two sentences are the author’s imagination, which is diffi-
cult to understand. It is necessary to combine the scene at that time and reflect 
the author’s thoughts at that time in the translation. Imagine the situation at that 
time: Su Shi was slightly drunk, in the hazy as if flying to the palace carved by 
jade. The bright moonlight fell down the river, Su Shi could only dance with his 
shadow after looking around. A feeling of helplessness arose spontaneously from 
the bottom of his heart. The three translators are faithful to the original text in 
expression. For the first half of the sentence, “whirled” in Zhao’s translation is 
relatively better. It gives shadow a dynamic beauty and looks very light-footed. 
The word “rise” in Xu’s translation seems unreasonable, but it is also in line with 
the situation at that time. A little exaggeration to describe the state of Su Shi’s 
drunk, the feeling of dancing is likely to be shown. For the latter part of the sen-
tence, the difference between Xu’s translation and the other two translators lies 
in the word “gay”. Su Shi lamented that it was better to stay on earth and dance 
in the moonlight than to fly to the palace on the moon. Although Su Shi did not 
express happiness directly, but the sentence of “何似在人间” is undoubtedly 
certain (Miao, 2002). “gay” describes Su Shi’s contradictory feelings between his 
birth and his return to reality from hallucination. 

转朱阁，低绮户，照无眠。 

Translator Lin: She rounds the vermilion tower, Stoops to silk-pad doors, 
Shines on those who sleepless lie. 

Translator Xu: The moon goes round the mansions red, through gauze-draped 
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window soft to shed. Her light upon the sleepless bed. 
Translator Zhao: Thus, turns around the moonglow, from red roofs to my 

window, and floods my sleepless sorrow. 
This is mainly a comparative analysis of verbs. I have looked up the functions 

of verbs in ancient poems before analysis. “转” and “低” indicate the movement 
of the moon, indicating that the night has deepened. Moonlight streamed across 
the vermilion pavilions, low through the carved windows and doors, and caught 
the sleepers inside. Both Lin’s translation and Xu’s translation use the technique 
of personification to personify “moon” and endow “moon” with spirit and 
movement, narrowing the distance between readers and moon. In Zhao’s trans-
lation, I think it is inappropriate to refer to the author as “the man who does not 
sleep”. Although Su Shi did not specify who the “sleepless man” was, it could not 
be the author himself. He could be referring to his younger brother Ziyou, or to 
all those who could not sleep during the Mid-Autumn Festival because they 
could not get together with their relatives. “Sleepless bed” in Xu’s translation 
used the writing skill of transferred epithet to represent people by using the bed, 
which added an invisible beauty of artistic conception. 

不应有恨、何事长向别时圆？ 

Translator Lin: Why does she, bearing us no grudge, Shine upon our parting, 
reunion deny? 

Translator Xu: Why then when people part, is the oft full and bright? 
Translator Zhao: Gainst man the moon should bear no spite. Why, then, when 

people part is it round and bright? 
Through the understanding of the original text, I feel that the author has a 

strong emotional expression from here. The author puts forward a question 
here, implying that the moon deliberately embarrasses people and adds trouble 
to people. The tone of complaint further sets off the poet’s deep feeling of miss-
ing his brother, but implicitly expresses his deep sympathy for the unfortunate 
people who have left their homes. Xu’s translation and Zhao’s translation do not 
reflect the feeling of “complaint”, so the word “grudge” in Lin’s translation is 
more appropriate. 

人有悲欢离合，月有阴晴圆缺，此事古难全。 

Translator Lin: But rare is perfect happiness—The moon does wax, the moon 
does wane, and so men meet and say goodbye. 

Translator Xu: Men have sorrow and joy; they part or meet again; the moon is 
bright or dim and she may wax or wane. There has been nothing perfect since 
the olden days. 

Translator Zhao: People gather and part again, the moon undergoes wax and 
wane One can ne’er perfection attain. 

Some writing techniques are involved here, so I have a basic understanding of 
figures of speech such as metaphor and personification before the analysis. Su 
Shi twisted and uttered some words of relief to exculpate the moon. People have 
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joys and sorrows in union, the moon also has rain or shine round. She has the 
time of being covered by dark clouds and the days of imperfection. She also has 
her regret, since in ancient times it is difficult to have perfect things in the world. 
Why, then, grieves over a temporary absence? Compared with the three transla-
tors, Xu’s translation is the closest to the original text. In particular, the call to 
the moon is used “she”, so it appears more vivid by using the skill of personifica-
tion. 

但愿人长久，千里共蝉娟。 

Translator Lin: I only pray our life be long, and our soul together heavenward 
fly! 

Translator Xu: So let us wish that man. Will live long as he can! Though miles 
apart, we’ll share the beauty she displays. 

Translator Zhao: How I wish man could live forever. And share her fair light 
everywhere. 

The last two sentences are the essence of the poem. Accurate expression of 
emotion is the key point of the translation of these two sentences. I also make a 
comparative analysis based on the emotional understanding of the original work. 
Su Shi expressed his blessing and missing for his loved ones, showing his 
open-minded attitude and optimistic spirit. Xu’s translation and Zhao’s transla-
tion both reproduce this meaning from different angles. The sentence “And Our 
Souls Together Heavenward Fly” in Lin’s translation may seem poetic, but it is a 
little different from the original text. 

3. Translation Methods and Skills 

Through the comparative analysis of this poetry, we can find that artistic con-
ception is a unique artistic feature of Chinese ancient poetry. Different transla-
tors have different approaches to artistic conception. Therefore, how to convey 
the beauty of artistic conception in the process of English translation is an eter-
nal problem facing the translator. In order to accurately convey the artistic con-
ception of Chinese ancient poetry in English, translators often need to use some 
translation methods and skills as follows: 

The method of literal translation 
Literal translation is the most faithful translation method. Literal translation 

can be used when the artistic image is clear. For example, in the translation of 
“明月几时有”, the artistic image of “moon” is relatively obvious and well 
known, so there is no need to add some skills in the translation process. 

The method of supplement 
Some of the artistic conception in Chinese ancient poetry is euphemistic and 

implicit, and it will lack aesthetic feeling if translated directly. Therefore, trans-
lators will use the rhetoric of metaphor or personification to enrich the artistic 
conception. For example, in Lin’s translation of “fly home”, there is no corres-
ponding translation of “home” in “我欲乘风归去”, but the translator added it 
based on Su Shi’s state of mind at that time. In Xu’s translation, “rise and 
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dance”, “rise” also has no corresponding translation in “起舞弄清影”. It was 
added by the translator to better express the state of Su Shi’s drunk. 

The method of ellipsis 
In Chinese ancient poems, there are often some words added by the author for 

the harmonious tonality (Zhao & Xu, 2008). If the words have nothing to do 
with the theme of the poem, the translator can choose to ignore them. For ex-
ample, in the sentence of “把酒问青天”, there is no need to translate “青”, be-
cause we cannot see the color of the sky at night. If Translated as “blue sky”, it 
seems gilding the lily. 

The method of transfer 
In the process of translation, the translator will use rhetoric or break the orig-

inal sentence pattern in order to make the translation smoother or better un-
derstood by readers. This translation method is acceptable on the basis of being 
faithful to the original meaning. For example, in the translation of the sentence 
“转朱阁，低绮户，照无眠”, Lin and Xu both use the technique of personifica-
tion, narrowing the distance between readers and the moon (Mu, 2017). This 
sentence is a question, but Lin translated it into a declarative sentence without 
damaging the original meaning, which is also desirable. 

The above four methods are common in translation, which can help the 
translator better express the artistic conception of the original text. 

4. Conclusion 

On the whole, three translators are able to convey the thoughts and emotions of 
the original text well, but they have different treatment of artistic conception. 
The beauty of Chinese ancient poetry lies in its artistic conception. In the 
process of English translation, the translator needs to find appropriate words, 
sentence patterns and rhetoric to properly show the emotions of the author and 
convey the beauty of artistic conception, so as to enable foreign readers to better 
appreciate the beauty of Chinese ancient poetry (Zhou, 2015). 

It is believed that this study can be used as a reference for students majoring 
in translation and some people engaged in translation. Artistic conception is not 
only embodied in ancient poetry, but also involved in some other literary works. 
By studying famous translators’ translations, we can learn how to use words and 
expressions in the translation of such literary works in order to retain the mean-
ing of the original works. Besides, the translation ability is able to be improved 
and strengthened. 

In addition, the translatability of poetry has been a controversial issue. Some 
people argue that it is difficult for the culture of China and the West to commu-
nicate. As a unique literary form of China, Chinese ancient poetry will lose its 
charm when translated into English, and foreign readers cannot fully appreciate 
the beauty of Chinese ancient poetry. But in fact, if we want to send Chinese an-
cient poetry to go abroad, translation may be the best way to play a role in pro-
moting culture in the world. At present, with the increasingly frequent commu-
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nication between China and the West, we should not only absorb the essence of 
foreign culture, but also bring the essence of Chinese culture to the world stage 
and let more people feel its charm. 
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Abstract 

The Northern drama (zaju) of the Yuan Dynasty has distinct formal characte-
ristics in terms of script structure, arias and speaking lines, musical modes 
and song suites, as well as the linguistic register and metrical requirements. 
By comparing the three English translations of the Northern drama (zaju) 
Han gong qiu with the original Chinese text, there appear several deficiencies 
in presenting the capacity of performability and readability of this text, which 
includes the misplacing of the literary status of the songs and dialogue, the 
omitting of the musical modes and metrics. The formal feature exemplifies 
the “significant form” and poses an indispensable part of the content of Yuan 
Zaju. 
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1. Introduction 

The theory of equivalence in translation was proposed by the American linguist 
and translation theorist Eugene A. Nida (1914-2011) during the 1960s and 1970s. 

The equivalence theory has experienced the development from dynamic equiva-
lence to functional equivalence, but formal equivalence has always been the basic 
issue discussed by Nida. He emphasizes that the formal structure of the source 
language should be retained in the target language, regardless of whether this 
formal structure conforms to the expression norms of the target language (Guo, 
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1999). In other words, the translator should center on the source language text in 
the translation practice and achieve equivalence with the source language text as 
much as possible in terms of grammatical form, term, and meaning. However, as 
far as literary translation is concerned, literary genres, textual structure, and 
poetic style will also be included in the formal aspects of the text. Therefore, 
when focusing on the study of the English translations of the classical Chinese 
drama text, we find that the meet of formal equivalence of the genre style, textual 
structure, and poetic style of drama text in the rendered version is significant for 
conveying the aesthetic and cultural value of the classical Chinese drama.  

As one of the subgenres of classical Chinese drama, the Northern drama 
(zaju) of the Yuan Dynasty (元雜劇)1 has distinct formal characteristics in 
terms of script structure (劇本結構), arias and speaking lines (曲唱賓白), 
musical modes and song suites (宮調套數), as well as the linguistic register 
and metrical requirements (曲牌格律), etc. Meanwhile, these formal characte-
ristics are essentially an important part of the “content” of zaju. In reading and 
translating zaju, the aesthetic and stylistic uniqueness will be lost if the formal 
features are discarded. As the representative piece of Yuan zaju, Han gong qiu 
has enjoyed high popularity among English translators ever since the nine-
teenth century. There are several English translations of Han gong qiu, in-
cluding full translation and abridged translation. In 1829, John Francis Davis 
(1795-1890) first translated this drama into English as Han Koong Tsew, or the 
Sorrow of Han: A Chinese Tragedy, and published it in London. Davis only 
translated the narrative part with and a very small amount of songs, which can 
be regarded as abridged translation. There are three full translations of this 
drama, including Autumn in the Palace of Han (Han kung ch’iu) translated in 
1965 by American Japanologist Donald Keene (1922-2019) (Keene, 1965), Au-
tumn in Han Palace translated in 1972 by the translator Liu Jung-en (劉榮恩, 
1908-2001), and Breaking a Troubling Dream: A Lone Goose in Autumn over 
the Palace of Han co-translated in 2010 by Sinologists of Stephen H. West 
(1944-) and Wilt L. Idema (1944-) (Referred to as West & Idema version in the 
following). These translations show different characteristics in translation 
strategies and in presenting the formal features of the original text. Consider-
ing the historical and cultural contexts of the various translations mentioned 
above, the following discussion will focus on three translation texts provided 
by J. F. Davis, Liu Jung-en, and West & Idema. 

Based on the analysis of the formal features of Han gong qiu’s text and the 
comparative study of the English translations of this drama, we will discuss how 
the formal features are transformed by different translators, as well as what in-
fluences will be exerted on the reception of the zaju out of China based on the 
status of the formal equivalence achieved by those translations. 

 

 

1There have been different ways of addressing Yuan Zaju generated in the history of translation, 
such as Northern drama of the Yuan Dynasty, northern miscellaneous drama, Yuan dynasty drama, 
and so on. Here we follow Stephen West and Wilt Idema’s translation as Northern drama of the 
Yuan dynasty, or directly using zaju as needed. See West and Idema (2010: p. x). 
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2. Han gong qiu: The Original Text and Its Formal Features 

Han gong qiu was composed by the playwright Ma Zhiyuan (馬致遠, date of 
birth and death unknown, active around the end of the 13th century) in the Yuan 
Dynasty. It tells the story of the Yuan Emperor (元帝) of the Western Han Dy-
nasty and his beloved concubine Zhaojun (昭君). Being threatened by the Huns 
in the west border, Yuan Emperor is forced to send Zhaojun out of the fortress 
and marry the king of the Huns in seeking peace. There are four Chinese edi-
tions of Han gong qiu preserved, included in four different anthologies of zaju 
drama, namely Selection of Yuan Plays (Yuan Qu Xuan, 元曲選, also known by 
its alternate title as One hundred plays by Yuan Authors (Yuanren Baizhong qu, 
元人百種曲) compiled by Zang Maoxun (臧懋循, 1550-1620), Zaju New and 
Ancient Copied and Collated in the Maiwang Studio (Maiwang guan chaojiao-
ben gujin zaju, 脈望館鈔校本古今雜劇) edited by Zhao Qimei (趙琦美 , 
1563-1624), Ancient Zaju (Gu zaju, 古雜劇) compiled by Wang Jide (王驥德, d. 
1623), and Anthology of Libation to the River (Leijiang Ji, 酹江集) compiled by 
Meng Chengshun (孟稱舜, ca. 1600-1655). 

As one of the classical plays of Yuan zaju, the text of Han gong qiu is endowed 
with both “readability” and “performability” and presents formal features of zaju 
as following: 1) the script structure is divided into four acts (zhe, 折) with one 
wedge (xiezi, 楔子, means interlude); 2) role types include Mo (lead male, 末), 
Dan (lead female, 旦), Wai (secondary male, 外), Jing (secondary male, 淨), 
Chou (comic, 丑), etc.; 3) the whole text is composed of songs and speaking 
lines. Usually the songs are lyrical and emotional, while the speaking lines pro-
mote the narration of the plot; 4) songs are usually sung by one role type. In Han 
gong qiu, it is “Zheng Mo” (lead male, 正末) who plays the Yuan Emperor of 
the Western Han Dynasty and sings although the drama. Other roles only un-
dertake the dialogue parts without singing; 5) each act adopts an individual song 
suite and each song suite consists of a series of single-stanza songs regulated by 
the same musical modes; 6) each musical suite and song has their own suite title 
and song title, as well as specific metrical requirements, such as tone pattern 
(pingze, 平仄), antithesis (duizhang, 對仗), alliteration, etc.; and 7) songs un-
der the same musical mode are written to the same rhyme. Reading only the 
narrative parts may not affect the reader's understanding of the whole plot. The 
formal features of the songs and the predetermined musical modes listed in 5), 6), 
and 7) are essential core features and challenges for the translation. Therefore, 
whether it is centered on the source text or the reader’s response, the “form” of the 
zaju plays a higher priority than the plot in interlingual translation. 

From the perspective of whether drama scripts are used for reading or per-
forming, most of the scripts may fall into at least three categories, closet-drama, 
theatrical script, and scripts that are suitable for both reading and performing. 
As a script of the third category, Han gong qiu is endowed with capacities of 
both performability and readability. Therefore, those seven formal features listed 
above can roughly be sorted by these two capacities, and there must be features 
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that carry more than one capacity. For instance, features 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shared 
ones on page and on stage; while points 5, 6, and 7 are directly related to the 
aesthetic and poetic effects of the closet-drama. The classical Chinese drama re-
view stresses songs and metrics most, which made the latter three features sig-
nificant to closet-drama. However, feature 5 is also the essential factor of the 
theatricality of the performance onstage. It is closely related to how the leading 
singer and the orchestra interpret the lyrics and the music. Therefore, thought 
facing the complex situation where performability and readability are entangled 
in the same play, we have to adopt a simplified way to discuss how translators of 
Han gong qiu present the formal features based on the distinctions of performa-
bility and readability. 

3. Formal Presentation of Performability 

The English translations of Han gong qiu all retain the “four acts with one 
wedge” structure but show obvious differences in the presentation of the per-
formability, which includes stylistic forms that differentiate songs and speaking 
lines, as well as stage directions of the play. Here, we take an excerpt from the 
first act of the original text as an example (Figure 1). It happens when Yuan 
Emperor falls in love with his concubine Zhaojun at the first sight only to dis-
cover that Zhaojun’s portrait was blemished intentionally by the imperial por-
traitist Mao Yanshou. 

 

 
Figure 1. Zang Maoxun ed. Selection of Yuan Plays (Yuanqu xuan), vol 1, printed during 
the Wanli Reign in Ming Dynasty, pp. 6b-7a (Zang, 1615). 
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(駕雲)小黃門，你取那影圖來看，(黃門取圖看科)(駕唱) 
【醉扶歸】我則問那待詔別無話，卻怎麼這顏色不加搽？點得這一寸秋

波玉有暇。端的是卿眇目，他雙瞎？便宣的八百姻嬌比並他，也未必強

如俺娘娘帶破賺丹青畫。 
(雲)小黃門，傳旨說與金吾衛，便拿毛延壽斬首報來(Wang, 1990)。 

The bracketed words in smaller font size, such as (駕云) (the Emperor says), 
(駕唱) (the Emperor sings), and (雲) (says), are implying actions of singing or 
speaking; while (黃門取圖看科) (the attendant fetches the portrait for a look) 
means an instruction for certain movement and activities onstage. The name 
appeared within the bracket in large font size, like [醉扶歸] (zuifugui) represents 
the song title (qupai, 曲牌). The song contains six short sentences with six cha-
racters to the same rhyme (highlighted by the bold font), namely the rhyme of 
jia and ma, (佳麻韻, as jia and ma rhyme with the same vowel). If the padding 
words (chenzi, 襯字) are removed, the aria will show its neat form that the 
number of the characters of the six short sentences should be 5/5/7/5/6/5 as the 
underlining sentences show, and the tone pattern (pingze, 平仄) of the final 
sentence is set to be “| | — — |” (仄仄平平仄) (Zhu, 1959).2 Therefore, from 
the perspective of “performability”, the text contains stage directions of singing, 
speaking, and prompt of actions for different roles; while from the perspective of 
“readability”, musical and poetical forms and features are also presented. 

Let’s review how different translators deal with this excerpt. 
Translation from Davis: 

EMP.—Keeper of the yellow gate, bring us that picture, that we may view it. 
(Sees the Picture.) “Ah, how has he dimmed the purity of the gem, bright as 
the waves in autumn!”3 (To the attendant). Transmit our pleasure to the of-
ficer of the guard to behead Maouyenshow, and report to us his execution 
(Davis, 1829). 

Davis keeps the speaking lines and the stage directions, using the brackets and 
italics form to distinguish these lines. But the stanza of six short sentences has 
only one left as 點得這一寸秋波玉有暇. Davis abandons most of the arias, let 
alone the titles of the suites and songs. As to the few sentences of arias main-
tained in his translation, he tends to prosify the metrical sentence and keep the 
plot in a natural and coherent status. This is the main translation strategy pre-
sented from Davis’ version. 

Liu Jung-en’s translation: 
EMPEROR YüAN: Boy, bring me the portrait and let me see. 
The YOUNG EUNUCH shows the portrait. 
There is only one question I shall ask the painter, 
How could his colours have failed him so? 

 

 

2“—” stands for the flat tones (pingsheng, 平聲) of yinping (陰平) and yangping (陽平); “|” stands 
for the oblique tones (zesheng, 仄聲) of shang (上), qu (去), and ru (入). See Zhu (1959: p. 107). 
3Original note in Davis version: “The passages with inverted commas are selected from the musical 
portion.” See Davis (1829: p. 16). 
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He draws the autumn ripple of your eye as if it were a flaw in a jade, 
As if indeed your eye were blind, 
Or he were blind in both. 
If the eight hundred beauties of my court were gathered to compare, 
Not one could surpass my lady’s portrait even with its flaw. 
Boy, bear my orders to the captain of the palace guard to have Mao 
Yen-shou arrested and beheaded. Then report to me (Liu, 1972). 

Liu translates all the speaking lines and song stanza. He marks the roles and 
directions in different formats. For example, capital words point to the role 
types, italics refers to the stage directions, and newline indicates the lyrics. 
However, readers cannot tell the difference between the speaking lines and the 
arias. The poetic styles including the song title and the metrical form of the 
original text are completely lost in the translation. In other parts of Liu’s transla-
tion of Han gong qiu, we also find that the songs he omitted involve allusions 
and proper names, which have strong intertextuality with Chinese history and 
traditional culture and are always the most challenging part of the translation. 

West & Idema’s translation: 
(EMPEROR:) Eunuch, get me that portrait! (Eunuch fetches the portrait 
and enters. EMPEROR acts out looking at it): 
          (Zui fu gui) 
                 I will have 
          No other questions for that painter: 
                 Except, “Why 
          Did you not do justice to this face?” 
                 He has turned 
          A single inch of autumn ripples into a blemished jade.4 
                 Really, 
          If you are one-eyed, 
          He was doubly blind. 
                 Were I to summon forth 
          My eight hundred beautiful concubines to compare with her, 
                 They would not necessarily 
          Out do my lady’s painted portrait even with all its blemishes! 
Eunuch, transmit my order to the commander of the guard to immediately 
arrest Mao Yanshou and have him beheaded! Afterwards have him report 
to me (West & Idema, 2010). 

West & Idema keep a high consistency with the original script in terms of 
roles, speaking lines and songs, and stage directions. The newline is employed to 
arrange lyrics of the aria; names of the musical mode and song title are translite-
rated in Chinese Pinyin; the padding words in the original text are singled out. 

 

 

4Here is the original note from West & Idema’s text: “‘Autumn ripple’ is a conventional metaphor 
for beautiful eyes, because autumn rivers are assumed to be especially clear.” See West and Idema 
(2010: p. 169). 
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The translators also explain the rhetoric usage of “autumn waves” in the annota-
tion, and adopt a stricter literal translation supplemented by “thick translation” 
in the annotation to achieve the formal equivalence with the original script. 

By comparison, West & Idema’s translation is the most complete translation 
of Han gong qiu in the correspondence of the formal features. But it still gives 
up in presenting the metrics of the song, which shows a prosifying translation 
strategy in rendering the poetic forms. Davis’ practice of abandoning arias and 
mixing speaking lines and stage directions has greatly weakened the presentation 
of the unique style and aesthetic form of Yuan zaju in his translation. As he 
states in the “Preface”, “They (arias) are frequently, moreover, mere repetitions 
or amplifications of the prose parts; and being intended more for the ear than 
for the eye, are rather adapted to the stage than to the closet” (Davis, 1829). The 
French Jesuit and Sinologist Jean Baptiste du Halde (1674-1743) writes in the 
“advertisement” for another Yuan zaju The Orphan of Zhao (Zhaoshi gu’er, 趙
氏孤兒) that, “ it must be remembred that, among the Chinese, the Singing is to 
express some great Emotion of the Soul, such as Joy, Grief, Anger, or Des-
pair……There are Plays the Songs of which are difficult to be understood, be-
cause they are full of Allusions to things unknown to us, and Figures of Speech 
very difficult for us to observe” (Halde, 1739). Therefore, it is difficult to achieve 
formal equivalence in translation Yuan zaju. The reasons are related not only to 
whether the target language has an equivalent form but also to the high-cultural 
characteristics of the Yuan zaju script itself. 

4. Formal Presentation of the Readability 

The standardization process of the musical modes, rhymes, and metrics of Yuan 
zaju, which is the essential domain of the readability of a script, has been one of 
the core issues studies ever since the Yuan dynasties. We will take the first three 
stanzas of the musical modes in the second act of Han gong qiu as the case to 
evaluate the formal presentations by different translations (Figure 2). 

【南呂﹒一枝花】四時雨露勻，萬里江山秀。忠臣皆有用，高枕已無憂。

守著那皓齒星眸，爭忍的虛白晝。近新來染得些症候，一半兒為國憂民，

一半兒愁花病酒。 
【梁州第七】我雖是見宰相似文王施禮，一頭地離明妃，早宋玉悲秋。

怎奈他帶天香著莫定龍衣袖。他諸餘可愛，所事兒相投；消磨人幽悶，

陪伴我閒遊；偏宜向梨花月底登樓，芙蓉燭下藏鬮。體態是二十年挑剔

就的溫柔，因緣是五百載該撥下的配偶，臉兒有一千般說不盡的風流。

寡人乞求他左右，他比那落迦山觀自在無楊柳，見一面得長壽。情繫人

心早晚休，則除是雨歇雲收。 
【隔尾】恁的般長門前抱怨的宮娥舊，怎知我西宮下偏心兒夢境熟。愛

她晚妝罷，描不成畫不就，尚對菱花自羞。(做到旦背後看科)(唱)我來到

這妝台背後，原來廣寒殿嫦娥在這月明裡有(Wang, 1990)。 

These three songs with different song titles, named yizhihua (一枝花),  
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Figure 2. Zang Maoxun ed. Selection of Yuan Plays (Yuanqu xuan), vol 1, printed during 
the Wanli Reign in Ming Dynasty, pp. 10a-10b (Zang, 1615). 

 
liangzhou diqi (梁州第七), and gewei (隔尾), are all following the same musical 
mode nanlü (南呂). Belonged to the same musical mode, all the songs share the 
same rhyme with the vowel of youhou (尤候) regardless of tone pattern. Mean-
while, each song has its set metrics. For example, yizhihua, usually the first song 
of nanlü mode, consists of nine short sentences with the number of Chinese 
characters of 5/5/5/5/4/5/5/7/7 respectively without padding words.5 The short 
sentences are reined by specific tone patterns.6 Various formal regulations pre-
vailed over all the musical modes and song stanzas as the example shows. We 
will take a view of the three translations of this song yizhihua and see how they 
present such a delicate form of the original script. 

1) Davis’ translation: 
(Comes close behind, and looks over her.) “Reflected in that round mirror, 

she resembles the Lady in the Moon (Davis, 1829).”  
Davis only keeps the last short sentence of the song “原來廣寒殿嫦娥在這月

明裡有”. He also adds a note to explain the allusion and metaphor employed in 
the script. “The passages marked with inverted commas are retained from the 
operatic portion of the drama, or that which is sung. Changngo, the goddess of 
the Moon, gives her name to the finely curved eye brows (Ngomei) of the Chi-

 

 

5Padding words are underlined in the Chinese text. The bold fonts, including xiu 秀, you 憂, mou 
眸, hou 候, jiu 酒, are all rhyming characters. 
6The tone pattern of yizhihua in nanlü mode is “| — | | —, | | — — |, — — —| |, — | | — —. | | — —, 
— | — — |. — — | | —, — | — | — — —, — | — — — | |.” “—”stands for the flat tones (pingsheng, 
平聲) of yinping (陰平) and yangping (陽平); “|” stands for the oblique tones (zesheng, 仄聲) of 
shang (上), qu (去), and ru (入). See Zhu (1959: p. 129). 
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nese ladies, which are compared to the lunar crescent when only a day or two 
old” (Davis, 1829). 

2) Liu Jung-en’s translation: 

Each season its measure of rain and dew, 
A kingdom rich in hills and streams, 
Officials loyal and well employed, 
No cares to unsettle happy sleep. 
I worship one of snow-white teeth and eyes like stars, 
The wasteful daytime I can hardly bear! 
Some sickness now has overtaken me, 
Part anxious for my realm and people, 
Part languishing for love and wine. 
How can I bear her heavenly fragrance lingering on my dragon-robe 
sleeves! 
Everything that is hers is lovely, 
In everything our thoughts are one. 
… 
Within the Long Gate Palace my former concubines complain. 
How could they know in the Western Palace I dwell among my dreams? 
… 
Behold! Ch’ang Ngo in the Hall of Immense Cold, 
Caught in a moon’s brightness (Liu, 1972).  

3) West & Idema’s translation: 

([NANLÜ MODE:] Yizhi hua) 
Trough the four seasons, rain and dew spread in due portion, 
Making ten thousand miles of rivers and mountains splendid. 
The loyal ministers all have their employment, 
We have no care or worry in the world! 
         I’m staying close. 
To white teeth and sparkling eyes— 
How could we bear to leave any bright daylight unused? 
         But recently 
We’ve been infected by some illness, 
         Due half to 
Our care for country and people, 
         And half to 
Our craving for flowers and wine. 
(Lianzhou diqi) 
         Even though 
When receiving Our Prime Minister in audience, 
We are alike to King Wen in Our display of respect, 
         As soon as 
We are apart from the Radiant Consort, 
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We turn into a Song Yu sorrowing over autumn! 
         How can I prevent 
Her natural perfume from wafting out of my dragon-gown sleeves when 
they stir? 
She is adorable in everything, 
She matches Our Mind in all she does. 
She dispels one’s gloomiest depression, 
And keeps me company in idle roamings. 
         … 
(Gewei) 
         How did it happen 
That this resentful beauty from the front of Tall Gate should have become 
my darling, 
         And wound up as 
The favorite apparition of my dreams in the western palace? 
… 
         Yes, indeed 
Chang E in her Palace of Broad Cold 
Can be found in this moon (West & Idema, 2010)!  

Firstly, from the perspective of the formal equivalence of the arias and the 
metrics, the translations of Liu and West & Idema adopt a blank verse style with 
breaking lines to correspond to the songs but lose the tone pattern, rhyme, and 
antithesis of the original script. In all the translations listed above, the poetic 
features and cultural traditions of zaju carried by the musical and metrical forms 
are completely obscured. 

Secondly, from the perspective of the formal arrangement of the song suites, 
there are conventional rules for the order of the song titles and also very strict 
rules for the metrics of the song suites in each act of the drama. Such features are 
formed under both musical and literal restrictions. As the cases presented above, 
Liu abandons all the musical modes and song titles. On contrary, West & Idema 
employ Chinese pinyin to transliterate the musical modes and song titles, which 
demonstrate their effort in fulfilling the form equivalence. 

Li Yu (李漁, 1611-1680), a famous and productive playwright in the Qing 
Dynasty, emphasized that “the essence of poetry and songs in drama lies in the 
strict regulations, firstly of musical modes, secondly of tone patterns, and lastly 
of the number of characters” (Li, 1959). Without formal features, Yuan zaju will 
lose its characteristics as a style and subgenre of classical Chinese drama, as well 
as the distinctions with other styles, such as modern drama script. Taking Han 
gong qiu as a case, we have explored several deficiencies of the formal equiva-
lence in translingual and transcultural translations. Such deficiencies, on the one 
hand, may be attributed to the lack of relevant formal features in the target lan-
guage and culture; on the other hand, may be determined a priori by the inhe-
rent feature and structure of different languages. It seems obvious that interlin-
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gual translation cannot achieve strict formal equivalence. However, how to avoid 
the loss of cultural significance and meaningful form in the translation practice 
is still worthy of our efforts. 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the formal presentations of script structures, capacities of the perfor-
mability and readability of the original Han gong qiu text, we have found that all 
translations reveal deficiencies of form equivalence, which directly affect the 
understanding of Yuan zaju and classical Chinese drama from readers’ and re-
searchers' side. These translations will also cause a completely different reception 
history of zaju out of China. Based on the weakened or even obscured presenta-
tion of the formal features of zaju, readers and scholars relying on the English 
translations in current days focus more on what the story zaju tells rather than in 
what form the story is told. Therefore, current researchers prefer to explore the 
content, plot of the drama, as well as its ideological aspect. Thanks to those dili-
gent translators, Yuan zaju may travel to meet readers of remote territories and 
cultures. However, if the translator in the future only seeks to convey the content 
of the plot and continues to ignore the content of the form of Yuan zaju, then 
readers and scholars will hardly change their impression that Han gong qiu is a 
“tragedy full of literati sadness” (Maeno et al, 2012). In fact, the formal feature of 
Yuan zaju exemplifies the “significant form” (following the term of the English 
art critic Clive Bell (1881-1964)) (Bell, 1916). Such form also poses an indis-
pensable part of the content of Yuan Zaju. The inseparable form and content are 
woven in the dual interpretation of reading and performing. It also demonstrates 
a universal feature of the scripts of classical Chinese drama. Therefore, to better 
convey the formal connotation and cultural significance of classical Chinese 
drama, translators need to pay more attention to the “significant form” of the 
specific genre. 
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Abstract 

As a member of human society, children are the future of the family, country, 
nation, and mankind indeed. With the development of human civilization, 
the protection of children’s rights attracts more and more attention due to 
increasing refugee crisis. Especially the group of refugee children caused by 
armed conflicts has aroused focus and sympathy worldwide. As an Afg-
han-born American novelist, Khaled Hosseini’s literary works are all about 
the theme of refugees. In particular, his new work Sea Prayer which was pub-
lished in 2018 shows the issue of refugee children in a bald statement. With a 
strong desire to expect people to look at this issue from a humanitarian pers-
pective, Khaled Hosseini’s stresses the importance of mutual understanding 
and peaceful coexistence, which happens to coincide with the idea of a com-
munity with shared future for mankind. This paper puts forward the issue of 
refugee children from the perspective of the community with a shared future 
for mankind by analyzing Khaled Hosseini and his new work Sea Prayer. In 
the first place, it makes the introduction to Khaled Hosseini and his work and 
analyzes his awareness of refugee issue. Then, the paper establishes the causes 
of refugee children and the current situation and difficulties to protect refu-
gee children. The conclusion discusses that Khaled Hosseini’s work reflects 
the literary orientation of the community with a shared future for mankind, 
which will provide a certain valuable guidance and practice for effectively 
solving refugee crisis. 
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1. Introduction to Khaled Hosseini and  
His New Work Sea Prayer 

Khaled Hosseini is the first Afghan-born American novelist writing in English. 
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He was born in 1965 in Kabul, Afghanistan, and moved to the United States with 
his family later and graduated from the University of California. His works in-
clude The Kite Runner (2003), A Thousand Splendid Suns (2007), and The 
Mountains Echoed (2013) and Sea Prayer (2018). More than 55 million copies 
have been sold worldwide. With personal and specific expression, he presents 
Afghanistan, a remote and mysterious country, to the wider world in a delicately 
literary style. 

The new work, entitled Sea Prayer, is a short, illustrated book which Hosseini 
wrote in response to the current refugee crisis and the haunting image of young 
Alan Kurdi, the three-year-old Syrian boy whose body washed up on the beach 
in Turkey in September 2015. Khaled Hosseini’s new work Sea Prayer was pub-
lished in 2018, which was also his first work writing for children. It is also a 
deeply moving and gorgeously illustrated short story for people of all ages. The 
theme, which he is good at, is about emotional ties between family members. 
Readers from foreign countries once commented that by reading this book, they 
can find the touching feeling again when reading The Kite Runner and A Thou-
sand Splendid Suns. 

Sea Prayer is exquisitely illustrated by Dan Williams, who is a very famous 
British illustrator. Dan Williams has been an illustrator for over 25 years, and 
worked for creating illustrations for dozens of media including The Guardian, 
National Geographic, and Rolling Stone. The first half of the watercolor illustra-
tions in the book with terrestrial color expresses the warmth of hometown, while 
the second half conveys the dilemma brought by the war in a gray tone. The 
steel-blue sea symbolizes the unknown fear. The contrast between the illustra-
tions before and after deepens the tension of the text to a higher degree. 

Sea Prayer, with its epistolary style, tells the story of a Syrian father who was 
sailing across the sea to Europe at night. The father watched his son who was 
sleeping soundly and told him about the beautiful scenery of his Syrian home-
town in the past and the dangers of drifting on the sea. He spoke of the long 
summers during his childhood to his boy by recalling his grandfather’s house in 
Syria, the stirring of olive trees in the breeze, the bleating of his grandmother’s 
goat, the clanking of her cooking pots. Sea Prayer is an attempt to pay tribute to 
the millions of families, like Alan Kurdi’s, who have been splintered and forced 
from home by war and persecution. Hosseini hopes to inspire people to look at 
the issue of refugee from a perspective of humanitarianism by such work as the 
Sea Prayer. 

Currently, there are various comments on the Sea Prayer in a number of 
newspapers and magazines abroad. The Guardian comments that “Dan Wil-
liams’s watercolours are a haunting companion to the contemplative and poetic 
story of a father fleeing Syria with his son. Though considerably shorter than 
The Kite Runner, A Thousand Splendid Suns or And the Mountains Echoed, it 
opens up as many powerful emotions about family, survival and childhood.” The 
Sunday Times Magazine comments that “The book may be brief, but it is beau-
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tiful, poetic—a distillation of his strengths. It combines Hosseini’s multiple per-
sonae, as a wordsmith, as a father and even as a doctor.” Publishers Weekly, 
STARRED BOX Review claims that “Hosseini’s story, aimed at readers of all 
ages, does not dwell on nightmarish fates; instead, its emotional power flows 
from the love of a father for his son. In Williams’s loosely stroked ink-and-wash 
spreads, the corals and greens of the Syrian countryside give way to war’s gray 
shadows and the sea’s blue hues. Expansive views of sky and water both temper 
the text’s emotional build and render the figures in them small and fragile. To-
gether, the evocative illustrations and graceful, compelling prose make it clear 
that Marwan and his parents have no choice but to trust the sea.”1 

2. Khaled Hosseini’s Awareness of Refugee Children Issues 

With the development of human civilization, the protection of children’s rights 
attracts more and more attention. Within the context of an international com-
munity in particular, the group of refugee children caused by armed conflicts has 
aroused focus and sympathy all over the world. Children, who are simply weak 
and lack of self-protection ability, undoubtedly become the most vulnerable 
group in these conflicts and riots, and there would be no guarantees about prop-
er rights being realized. Their living conditions are even particularly worrying. 
The unbearable consequences on children caused by armed conflicts are not on-
ly the destruction of their physical health, but also emotional trauma, thus leav-
ing unbearable pain and sadness on the way to their life-long growth. 

The issue with the aim of protecting refugee children has received worldwide 
attention. The scale of refugee children has not been reduced step by step even 
though human civilization has stepped into a new stage, but has increased to a 
certain extent. People dream of living in a peaceful world. However, human be-
ings’ scramble for interests act as a trigger for a series of armed conflicts, thereby 
complicating the problems of refugees, even refugee children. On September 2, 
2015, Aylan Kurdi, a Syrian refugee child, was killed on Burton beach in Turkey, 
which has aroused great concern all over the world. There is an urgent need for 
the international organizations and EU policy makers to find effective measures 
to solve the resultant problems. 

In addition to being a writer, Hosseini, who has similar experience of refuge, 
was also alarmed by this unfortunate incident. He has always being concerned 
about the land where he was born and raised. The chaotic situation in the Mid-
dle East has forced a large number of people to stay away from their hometowns, 
and travel across the sea to start an unknown life in a strange country. In 2006, 
Hosseini was appointed as the goodwill ambassador of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Hosseini wants to dedicate Sea Prayer to 
all refugees who have died in the sea for escaping war and persecution. He fo-
cuses on the fate of this special group with a great belief that everyone is likely to 
experience a wandering moment, so we should be more tolerant and empathic to 

 

 

1https://detail.youzan.com/show/goods?alias=35zadmbda2bs1[EB].  
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those who are in difficult times. 
Hosseini said that some countries from European Union (EU) are closing 

their doors to refugees, and showing a marked disinclination to refugee issue. 
The refugee issue is not only in connection with European countries, but also 
one that needs to be shared and faced by the whole world. EU must undertake 
the responsibility to alleviate conflicts between refugees and receiving countries, 
and move quickly turns some enlightened policies into reality, thereby subsiding 
the violent conflicts in some areas. 

From the point of being a goodwill ambassador from UNHCR, Hosseini 
hopes that some decision makers should consider three key points in formulat-
ing policies. Firstly, they need to ensure that refugees will have a healthy family. 
Secondly, people who have been persecuted must have the right to seek refuge. 
Thirdly, affording enough respect of personality and dignity to refugees is needed. 
Hosseini states that people should take more empathy and understanding on 
treating refugees. He is willing to believe in the nature of kindhearted humanity. 
If people can realize what refugees have gone through, even if they know only a 
little, they will comprehend the choice of the refugees. 

It is very difficult to change the situation of refugees by literary works, but 
those kinds of stories must be told. Hosseini wrote this work Sea Prayer with a 
strong desire to inspire people to look at the refugee issue on humanitarian 
grounds. Numbers on the news may not resonate with us emotionally, but they 
are living people behind the headlines. Empathy for stories is an innate human 
instinct. If we want to understand something, we must learn how to care about 
it. If we want to care about something, we must have empathy firstly. 

3. The Causes for Refugee Children’s Happening 

The term “refugee” includes both refugees and asylum seekers. Under the 1951 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol, a refugee is 
defined as “a person who has been forced to flee his or her country because of 
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or mem-
bership in a particular social group” (Xavier et al., 2021). From the UNHCR 
Population Statistics Reference database which contains data for the period 
1951-2017 (released on June 19, 2019), we can see the sharp increase in the 
number of refugees over the past decade is evident (Figure 1). 

Since 2015, Europe has faced the largest refugee crisis since World War II. 
Women and children make up a large majority of the world’s refugees. Millions 
of refugee children are suffering profoundly. They are belonging to risk groups. 

As the future of human beings, Children act as the hope of the whole nation. 
The protection of children is the general consensus of the international commu-
nity. However, we are living in a world with incomplete peace. Some areas en-
gaged in armed conflicts from time to time. We are witnessing a disturbing in-
creasing in the number of children who are victims of armed conflict. The 
emergence of refugee children is synchronous with the occurrence of war and  
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Figure 1. Charts the global refugee population over time. 

 
armed conflict. Refugee children are living in an extremely harsh environment. 
They are not only faced with serious famine, a high proportion of malnutrition, 
large-scale gender violence and other humanitarian crises, but also are often 
troubled by various diseases. The rights of children in war are greatly violated. 

Although the United Nations Convention on the rights of the child, the Op-
tional Protocol on the involvement of children in armed conflict and other in-
ternational regulations have made corresponding provisions on the protection of 
children’s rights and interests, it is extremely difficult to achieve the goal of pro-
tecting their rights in real war. In the era of globalization, the problem of refugee 
children is no longer single and regional. It has a comprehensive impact on the 
world’s economy, politics, social security and other aspects. 

It is after the Second World War that the issue of refugee children attracted 
the attention from international community. The international situation of ref-
ugee children is still very grim. Basically speaking, the causes of the refugee 
children are consistent with refugee problems. The most direct causes of refugee 
problems are climate and environmental factors, which cannot be controlled by 
external forces. When it comes to human aspects, politics is the most important 
one. 

There are three main political reasons for the emergence of refugee children. 
The first one is political persecution, which means to deprive children’s basic 
rights through political power, thus forcing them to leave their country through 
various restrictive measures and become refugees in the end. The second one is 
war and armed conflict, in which different political forces are fighting for inter-
ests, leading to the emergence of refugees (Jin, 2019). For example, in June 2019, 
the latest annual report released by the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees showed that by the end of 2018, refugees from Syria, Afghanistan, 
South Sudan, Myanmar and Somalia accounted for 67% of the total number of 
refugees in the world. There are 6.7 million refugees in Syria, 2.7 million in Afg-
hanistan, 2.3 million in South Sudan, 1.1 million in Myanmar and 900,000 in 
Somalia (Wei, 2019). In addition, the issue of refugee children concerned by the 
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international community is the result of conforming to the developing trend of 
times. International politicians make active response to the demands of human 
rights. The problem of refugee children has become the focus of the world, 
which has been an interconnected whole. For example, on September 2, 2015, 
the body of Aylan Kurdi was floating on a beach in Turkey, which has made the 
international community pay more attention to the issue of Syrian refugee 
children. It can be said that it is precisely because of the attention and efforts of 
the international community that the word “refugee children” is increasingly 
used in the international media, and the issue of refugee children has become the 
focus of attention in the field of international politics. 

Although the number of refugee children is very small due to economic rea-
sons, the development of globalization and economic situation of refugee fami-
lies make the problem of refugee children more obvious (Jin, 2019). At present, 
there is a serious phenomenon of polarization between the rich and the poor in 
economic globalization. The western developed countries occupy a favorable po-
sition in the global competition, while the economic development of some rela-
tively backward countries is too slow. In order to make a better life, some citi-
zens of backward countries illegally immigrate to developed countries, but they 
are not protected by their destination countries, so they may become refugees. 
The number of refugees in developing countries accounts for 86% of the total 
number of refugees, which fully shows the strong desire of refugees to get a bet-
ter material life (Bai, 2015). For example, on October 23, 2019, the British police 
found a container which contains 39 bodies in the port of Purfleet, Essex, UK, 
who were later proved to be illegal immigrants from Vietnam. 

Refugee children, due to some cultural reasons, refer to those who are suffered 
from various conflicts among different groups or nations with different cultural 
concepts. At the same time, the progress of civilization makes human beings pay 
more attention to the problem of refugee children. Therefore, the cultural con-
flict and the progress of civilization are also the causes of the problem of refugee 
children. The situation of refugee children caused by cultural conflicts is more 
obvious in the Middle East. For instance, although they both believe in Islam, 
Shiite Iran and Sunni Arab countries are often in opposition. There are also 
some writings of struggles between Sunni and Shiite in Hosseini’s works. Child-
ren are deeply involved in the armed conflicts. They are deprived of the right to 
education. They have to find food at the risk of war, bearing the danger to be-
come the targets of snipers and suffer from both physical and mental injuries. 
They have suffered a total dislocation of their lifes. Just as the saying from the 
father in Sea Prayer, “I have heard it said we are uninvited. We are the unwel-
come. We should take our misfortune elsewhere” (Khaled, 2018). 

At the same time, the progress of civilization has also made people pay more 
attention to the problem of refugee children. Attaching importance to the pro-
tection of refugee children is the result of the progress of human civilization. As 
members of human beings, refugee children should be protected on the basis of 
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morality and ethic. Human beings should be responsible for this issue due to 
their competition for each other’s interests. As Montessori said, our mistakes 
will fall on children and leave them an indelible past. We will die, but our child-
ren will bear the consequences caused by our mistakes. Any impact on children 
will affect the development of human beings (Maria, 2012: P. 23). The United 
Nations points out that at present, there are about 30 people around the world 
are forced to be displaced by conflict or persecution in every minute. The huge 
scale of the refugee problem is a serious challenge in itself. At the moment, the 
number of people who are forced to be displaced in the world has reached nearly 
70 million, which is the highest level ever recorded. The number is doubled in 
comparison with 20 years ago. 

4. Current Situation of Refugee Children 

According to the report released from the United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF) in The Guardian on September 7, 2016, new global disputes have been 
emerging unceasingly in the past five years. The number of refugee children has 
rocketed by more than 75% with 8 million in total, which accounts for more 
than half of all refugees in the world. About 50 million children around the 
world have moved abroad or are often displaced, and 28 million have been 
forced to move because of the war. Syria is the country with the largest number 
of refugees and refugee children, and next one is Afghanistan. 

Depending on the World Migration report 2020, the number of global refu-
gees has reached 25.9 million in 2018. 52% of the population of global refugees is 
under the age of 18. Resulting from violence and conflict, the number of displaced 
persons who have become destitute and homeless within the borders has reached 
41.3 million. It is the highest number on record since the Internal Displacement 
Testing Center began monitoring in 1998 (Center for China & Globalization, 2020). 

On July 1, 2019, the UNHCR released a report that more than 1.44 million 
refugees in more than 60 countries around the world need to be resettled in 
2020. The report points out that because of the gap between the number of refu-
gees who need to be resettled and the space provided by governments around 
the world, only a small number of refugees in the world can be resettled. 

António Guterres, the Secretary General of the United Nations, said that we 
need international cooperation and effective response more than ever. We 
should spare no efforts to provide better solutions for those who are forced to 
flee their homes, and give more help to the communities and countries that 
house them. There is no doubt that when the right to apply for asylum is under 
attack, many countries refuses to open their gates to refugees. Even refugee 
children are imprisoned and forced to be separated from their families, hence we 
must reiterate human rights of refugees again. It can be said that where refugees 
go, global aid should follow. The support for vulnerable groups is the deepest 
part of human nature. Today, we must do our best to ensure that the humanita-
rian spirit is carried forward and defeat those who seem determined to let it be 
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destroyed. 

5. The Literary Orientation of the Community with a Shared 
Future for Mankind and Chinese Practice for Refugee 
Issue 

Community plays an important role in defining people’s social identity, social 
customs, social roles and so on. The construction of community offers ways for 
people to connect on cultural, social, political, legal and moral levels. Building a 
community of Shared future for mankind is the core and theoretical basis of Xi 
Jinping’s diplomatic thought. It is a Chinese proposal solve the problems of 
peace and development in the world at the height of the progress of mankind 
and expresses China’s aspiration and pursuit of international order. It has drawn 
a blueprint for the common development and long-term stability of human so-
ciety. 

A community of Shared future for mankind has rich cultural connotation, 
which contains the common value pursuit of all mankind. It complies the trend 
of the times, which is adopted for peace, development, cooperation and win-win. 
On the road to the building of a community of shared future for mankind, lite-
rature also should undertake unique responsibilities and make particular con-
tributions (Chen & Zhou, 2019: p.83). 

World literature and the construction of a community of shared future for 
mankind can complement and reinforce each other. The cohesion of literary 
community is due to the common emotional pursuit of human beings, thereby 
individuals are connected to form an imaginary community. Although the 
widespread presence of diversified ideas and values will be lasted in such context 
of cultural globalization, the construction of literary community helps to elimi-
nate the moral divergence and conflict among countries. World literature is not 
only used to criticize and oppose the evil imperialist wars, but also to praise the 
humanitarian ideal of cosmopolitanism. Works from all over the world span the 
boundaries of country, nation, language and culture, representing conformity 
trend of multiculture and indicating the possibility and prospect of forming a li-
terary community. 

As a writer with profound experience about refugee issue, Khaled Hosseini’s 
descriptions resonate with people all over the world. On the purpose of writing 
Sea Prayer, he tries to send out the message that in our own species, people 
should have deeper understanding about others’ lives, and find the common 
points of human nature, thus reducing the estrangement and difference between 
each other and realizing that those forcibly displaced persons should be entitled 
to live in dignity. In Sea Prayer, the father recalls that “we woke in the mornings, 
to the stirring of olive trees in the breeze, to the bleating of your grandmother’s 
goat, the clanking of her cooking pots, the air cool and the sun a pale rim of per-
simmon to the east” (Khaled, 2018). Facing the despair of life, they have to make 
the choice of being refugees. They need to go far away from home, but cherish 
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the memory forever. The greatest wish of every refugee is to return his home. 
At present, the refugee crisis has shown a global trend, which needs the joint 

efforts of international community. As the good voice of China which is issued 
by the Chinese government in the new era, the community of shared future for 
mankind has a certain guiding significance for the governance of the refugee crisis. 

First of all, the value of international responsibility is in accordance with the 
concept of the community of shared future for mankind, which is helpful for Eu-
ropean countries to break through the narrow vision of their own interests and ac-
tively assume the international responsibility for refugee crisis. All countries 
should take concerted actions in the face of this public crisis. Only in this way can 
the EU really play its role on effectively solving refugee crisis with coordination. 

There is, in addition, another point to make. As the chief culprit of the refugee 
crisis, the United States constantly intervenes in the affairs of other countries by 
pleading that human rights are higher than sovereignty. Being a crucial capitalist 
country with comparatively economic and military advantages in the world to-
day, it should play its role on holding compliance with international rules, get-
ting along with other countries equally and friendly, and maintaining world 
peace and development. Ultimately, there has been a long-standing collision and 
struggle in the aspect of cultures among refugees’ origin countries and European 
countries. Nevertheless, there are still some aspects that can be learned and inte-
grated. For the governance of the refugee crisis, if European countries can 
change their ideas and adhere to the cultural concept of the community of 
shared future for mankind, they not only can help the refugees, but also bring 
positive effects on their labor shortage, economic development and cultural 
enrichment. 

As one of the important participants in refugee affairs, China always insist on 
humanitarian principles and actively participates in the refugee governance 
worldwide. At the same time, China attaches great importance to tackle refugee 
problems. In practice, China mainly provides multilateral and bilateral humani-
tarian assistance to international organizations and related countries, focusing 
on the aid of food, medical care and living supplies to refugees from Syria, Iraq, 
Afghanistan and Palestine. Chinese government cooperates with UNICEF to 
provide targeted assistance for refugee children (Xing, 2020). 

From the establishment of the Millennium Development Goals of the United 
Nations to the concept of a community of shared future for mankind, it has be-
come the consensus for the international community to cooperatively deal with 
global problems such as hunger, disease, natural disasters and man-made disas-
ters. China has always regarded disaster assistance as a part of building a com-
munity with shared future for mankind, which is different from the exchanging 
or regulatory assistance of individual western countries. Chinese government 
advocates that all countries, big or small, rich or poor, should adopt the principle 
of non-discrimination, and fully respects the independence and territorial inte-
grity of the countries that are rescued, so as to help them to get rid of a difficult 
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position. 
As the new generation of the community of shared future for mankind, child-

ren should be paid more crucial attention. In the Sea Prayer, Khaled Hosseini 
expressed his expectations from the point of the father, that is “pray God steers 
the vessel true, when the shores slip out of eyeshot, and we are a flyspeck in the 
heaving waters, pitching tilting easily swallowed. Because you, you are precious 
cargo, Marwan, the most precious there ever was. I pray the sea know this” 
(Khaled, 2018). 

Taking Afghanistan as an example. The refugee crisis in this country has a 
long history. As early as the war in Afghanistan that broke out in the 1980s, mil-
lions of people became refugees. After entering into the 21st century, the Taliban, 
local warlords and drug lords are in turmoil, thus resulting in a long-term social 
unrest and a mass of displaced people. Not only can the U.S. military’s combat 
with the Taliban in Afghanistan not save the people, but also it brings disaster to 
the Afghan people. In the face of disasters in the neighboring country, the Chi-
nese government actively helps Afghanistan to solve the domestic refugee prob-
lems, which is an important embodiment of positively fulfilling international 
humanitarian commitments. 

In 1979, in response to the influx of refugees in Indochina, UNHCR came to 
work in China at the invitation of the Chinese government and became one of 
the first UN agencies in China. It has witnessed the great economic and social 
development of China, which has become an increasingly important partner for 
the UNHCR. 

Sivanka Dhanapala, the representative of UNHCR in China said that he has 
felt the strong will of the Chinese government to contribute to global refugee af-
fairs when he came to China, and sincerely hopes that China can become an in-
creasingly important partner of the agency. To raise public awareness of refugee 
status and the underlying causes of being forced to be destitute and homeless, 
UNHCR aspires to achieve the goal on a global scale as well as in China, so as to 
arouse a sense of empathy: no one is willing to become a refugee.2 

6. Conclusion 

Khaled Hosseini’s work reflects the literary orientation of the community with a 
shared future for mankind by conforming to the discourse practice of a commu-
nity of shared future for mankind. As a writer, his realization of refugee issue 
shows that literature should also take its responsibility to help the construction 
of a community of shared future for mankind. Although the causes of refugee 
children are very complicated and difficult in global governance of refugee 
problems, the idea of a community of shared future for mankind has answered 
the questions raised by the times, and reflected the law of the development in 
human society. Therefore, under the guidance of the idea of a community of 

 

 

2Qian (2019). Special Reports on the 40th Anniversary of the United Nations in China. UNHCR and 
China: from Recipients to Partners—A Visit to Sivanka Dhanapala, the Representative of UNHCR in 
China.[EB]. https://news.un.org/zh/story/2019/06/1034911.  
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shared future for mankind, we need a global outlook on civilization and devel-
opment, as well as empathic communication skills to deal with the refugee prob-
lems, especially refugee children. 
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Abstract 

Based on the in-depth study of the text, author explains the theoretical and 
practical background, development process, essential characteristics, main 
content of the formation of Lenin’s human studies, and the historical fate and 
enlightenment significance of this thought in contemporary development. 
The book indicated that Lenin’s human studies have enriched and developed 
Marxist human studies in human existence theory, human liberation theory, 
and human development theory with its distinctive characteristics of the 
times, nationalities, and practices. It forms another vital stage of development 
after Marx’s human studies. 
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1. Summary 

More than just a pandemic, Covid-19 has caused the increasing of social prob-
lems that lead to a global humanitarian crisis. The humanitarian crisis is a topic 
that became the concern of many academicians and researchers that have inter-
est of studying Marxism tradition in the U.K. One of the prominent academi-
cians is Professor Dr. Yang Jing who elaborates his concern about the crisis in a 
book published by China Social Science Publishing House in June, 2019, entitled 
“A Study of Lenin’s Anthropology”. 

This book comprises of eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the re-
search background and its significance. 

Chapter 2 highlights background that became the formation of Lenin’s huma-
nitarian thought. The author, firstly, explains three stages of the thought: capi-
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talist freedom to monopoly, the rise and fall of the Second International, and the 
pursuit and conflict of Russian modernization. Based on the research back-
ground then the author explains the theoretical background of Lenin’s Huma-
nistic Thought. Lenin’s humanistic thought was enlightened by Marx and En-
gels’ humanitarianism, nurtured by Russian revolutionary democracy, and in-
fluenced by the theoretical intermediary of the second international theory. The 
author criticized the inheritance of Hegel’s humanistic logic. 

Chapter 3 has very important account for the formation process and essential 
characteristics of Lenin’s humanitarianism. As Lenin realized that socialism 
changed from theory to practice and created the world’s first socialist country, 
He actively participated in the Russian democratic revolution and led the Rus-
sian proletarian revolution, socialist construction, and the international com-
munist movement, and made immortal contributions to the liberation of the 
Russian people and humanity. In this process, Lenin took the Marxist anthro-
pology as a guide and developed it into realistic socialist anthropology for the 
people of the backward countries in the East that were at that time under the 
imperialist era’s conditions. The thought inspired these people to against the 
imperialists and manage their communities to survive, resolve, and develop. 

In chapter 4, Professor Dr. Yang Jing introduces Existential theory to different 
varieties in Lenin’s Humanitarian Thought: Human subjective ontology, Human 
Social Ontology, and human Historical Ontology. This chapter’s key topic is ‘ex-
istential theory,’ which involves Lenin’s Humanitarian Thought, which builds 
the theoretical framework of this whole book. 

Professor Dr. Yang Jing then in Chapter 5 considers Lenin’s anthropology as a 
perspective that can enrich and develop Marxist anthropology. This approach 
has distinctive characteristics of the times, nationality, and practice in many as-
pects such as the theory of human existence, the theory of human liberation, and 
human development. Professor Dr. Yang Jing thinks Lenin took the Marxist 
anthropology as a guide and developed it into realistic socialist anthropology for 
people of the backward countries in the East under the imperialist era’s condi-
tions to seek survival, freedom, and development. 

Chapter 6 is used to introduce Lenin’s Criticism on Abstract Humanism. Le-
nin’s human studies are another critical development stage in Marxist human 
studies’ history after Marx’s human studies. Lenin’s humanism not only gained 
momentum in the practice of the Russian people’s liberation cause but was also 
in line with the “Populists”, “Economists”, “God-seekers”, “God-makers”, and 
Kautsky’s “general democracy”. And the false community theory and other 
forms of abstract humanitarian struggles have been pushed forward. 

The historical destiny of Lenin’s humanism is the topic of Chapter 7. Lenin’s 
human studies emphasized that under certain material conditions, human be-
ings’ role as the main body of practical society and history and the promotion 
from spontaneity to consciousness is the prerequisite for the formation of the 
main body of practice. From historical passivity to historical initiative, it is the 
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foundation of human beings’ formation as the subject of history. Lenin’s human 
science based on the scientific analysis of the unbalanced development of capi-
talism and the contradiction between the East and the West as well as the full af-
firmation of the people’s historical initiative in the East proposed the backward 
countries in the East. “Theory of the Victory of a Socialist Revolution in One 
Country”. In this revolution, man’s liberation will experience three steps: politi-
cal liberation, economic liberation, and complete liberation, that is, the gradual 
realization of the whole and free development of man. The victory of the Octo-
ber Revolution and the establishment of Soviet power provided the necessary 
political guarantee for the Russian people’s liberation. Lenin led the Soviet to 
promote socialist construction in economics, politics, party building, and cul-
ture, emphasizing improving people’s living standards, enhancing the people’s 
dominant position, and promoting the people’s development in many aspects. 

By looking closely to Lenin’s humanism theory and history, the author ex-
amines Lenin’s Humanism’s contemporary significance in chapter 8. Although 
Lenin’s human studies have been interpreted unilaterally by Western Marxism, 
and Soviet Russia in the post-Leninist era was ill-fated, this cannot conceal the 
brilliance and great value of Lenin’s human studies. Lenin’s human studies pro-
vided theoretical guidance for the liberation of the Chinese people and enriched 
and developed them. However, it was also crucial for contemporary Chinese to 
realize socialism’s scientific development with Chinese characteristics, con-
structing a harmonious society and people’s overall development. 

2. Evaluation 

In the 1960s, in the Marxism developed by Stalin in the Soviet Union, the British 
New Left proposed the need to understand cultural factors in the superstructure 
of people’s practical activities, demonstrating the humanitarian characteristics of 
Marxist theory. As a key initiator of British Marxist humanitarianism, Edward 
Palmer Thompson (1957) advocated that only when socialism manifests its hu-
manitarianism that can it reproduce its communist revolutionary glory. He also 
led a strong proposition that Communism is not a political goal while it takes 
people as its goal. He suggested the concept of “proletariat,” which contains hu-
man subjectivity and initiatives, and affirmed the important role of history’s 
masses. By holding on to this concept, British Marxism completely denied Sta-
lin’s reductionist and economic deterministic transformation of Marxism. In the 
United Kingdom, even in Europe and the United States, the Marxist theory re-
searchers confirm that Marxism originated from the “Manuscript of Economics 
and Philosophy in 1844” by young Marx. However, part of this book’s inspira-
tion comes from Engels’ “The Condition of the Working Class in Britain”. In 
this book, Engels intuitively described the phenomenon of British workers’ ex-
treme poverty as an observer and revealed the low social status of the British 
proletarians and the reasons for poverty. These theories constitute the basis for 
launching a proletarian revolution in the West. 
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The humanitarian interpretation of British Marxism originates from the 
works of Marx and Engels. However, people attribute Stalin’s deprivation to the 
foundation of Lenin, even though there is no relationship with Lenin. Therefore, 
the European theoretical academia has doubt that Leninism is humanitarian, 
and few works are willing to reflect on this conclusion seriously. Jean-Paul Sartre 
used Stalinism to deny Lenin’s humanitarian authority. Norman (1997) pro-
vided the textual basis, but Lenin had not read Marx’s “Manuscript of Econom-
ics and Philosophy in 1844.” So far, the reasons why the Western academic cir-
cles deny Lenin’s humanitarianism seem to be incomplete. 

However, looking back carefully on Lenin’s comments to British classical po-
litic-economy certainly they are not the same thought. Sismondi accused Ricar-
do’s classical political economy of “forgetting people,” while Lenin criticized 
Sismondi’s retrogression of classical political economy. He praised classical po-
litical economy theory for perfectly reflecting the current capitalist mode of 
production, which broke feudal system’s privileges, inequality, and imprison-
ment, and supported capitalist ideology characterized by fairness and freedom. 
Although British humanitarian Marxism values British working class’s subjectiv-
ity and revolution, its conclusions are oriented towards reformism. The New 
Left replaced material practice with culture, dispelled the revolution’s economic 
significance, and transformed it into a formal improvement. 

As the product of people’s initiative and reflection to the world’s concept and 
values in practice, culture has the spiritual attributes of people. Due to it being 
conceptual, it does not directly harm human rights itself. Culture is regarded as a 
soft way of governing the world. Lenin also indicated that excessive reliance on 
culture would make people ignore the reality of culture and thus forget that hu-
man liberation is also a real issue. According to process of history, British libera-
tion is different from the liberation of the Russians. The liberation is not a cul-
tural conflict but stems from Britain’s and Russia’s historical paths. The organi-
zation is a product of the British Industrial Revolution. The British proletariat 
has consciously united together to solve human emancipation by seemingly 
peaceful assembly. 

Although peaceful gatherings cannot wholly solve the problem, their organi-
zational nature will allow capitalists to compromise and give the poor a little 
respite. Meanwhile, the peasants in Russia have not been blessed by large-scale 
industry, and they are left unsuccessful by the exploiting class, just like scattered 
sand. Therefore, the greatness of Lenin was that he used political means to re-
place economic means in the war, allowing the majority of the proletariat to 
reach a consensus and take concerted action. If this method is unable to adapt to 
changes in a peaceful age, it will become a new means of alienation that op-
presses and enslaves people. Another great thing about Lenin is that he knows 
when and how to make a “person” into a “person.” 

Professor Dr. Yang Jing’s monograph has significance and believes that Lenin 
defends and pursues people’s rights under the seemingly relentless years of rev-
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olution. Moreover, he also emphasized that Lenin tried to defend the purity of 
socialist humanitarianism by criticizing Russia’s backward and hypocritical 
feudal humanitarianism. Because of the complexity of revolutionary dialectics, 
Lenin would not bluntly praise humanitarianism as a great revolutionary men-
tor. Putting aside the historical representations of writing, we should critically 
penetrate Lenin’s theoretical core. 

Lenin wanted to solve how 90% of peasants in Eastern society should break 
away from the attachment to private ownership of land and see their path to li-
beration in a semi-feudal economy. This process is complicated. The peasants 
are unconscious of self-liberation, but Lenin takes it as a mission to accomplish 
it. When Lenin carried out this humanitarian mission, he did not rely on the 
apocalypse at all. He only believed in the power of the people. As a realistic 
movement, the key to communism is how to lead people’s power, which has to 
rely on political means to push the people forward. However, relying on the 
leader’s will must be controlled within the range that the people’s economic life 
can bear. This is the cornerstone of Lenin’s leadership art, and Professor Dr. 
Yang Jing emphasized this point. 

Therefore, Professor Dr. Yang Jing draws convincing conclusions that Lenin 
defends and pursues the people’s rights under the seemingly relentless years of 
revolution. Another important point is that Lenin tried to defend the purity of 
socialist humanitarianism by criticizing Russia’s backward and hypocritical 
feudal humanitarianism. Because of revolutionary dialectics’ complexity, Lenin 
would not bluntly praise humanitarianism as a great revolutionary mentor. 
Putting aside the historical representations of writing, we should critically pene-
trate Lenin’s theoretical core. 

As a Chinese scholar, Professor Dr. Yang Jing must eventually focus on Chi-
na’s issues, which constitutes a vital conclusion part of this book. He saw the in-
heritance relationship between Leninism and Chinese socialism on humanita-
rian issues. In old China, like Tsarist Russia, the proportion of peasants in the 
total population was high, and industrialization was low. The people’s under-
standing of historical trends was vague and indifferent. On humanitarian issues, 
the two have a highly similar historical starting point. This is what the Chinese 
Communist Party must face when leading China’s new democratic revolution 
and the socialist revolution. 

Great arguments and thoughts in this book can provide reader inspiration to 
think and act to solve China’s problems, using Lenin’s theory as the interme-
diary. Only by understanding Lenin’s thoughts can we obtain the key to under-
standing China’s problems. It is easy to understand why Mao (1993) put forward 
the slogan “Take Russia as a teacher” in the early days of the founding of the 
Chinese Communist Party. Although later under the slogan of “independence 
and self-reliance,” the Chinese Communist Party rarely mentioned “taking Rus-
sia as a teacher,” but the model significance of Soviet-Russian socialism to Chi-
na’s practice cannot be denied. 
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After the founding of New China, both the construction of a new democratic 
society and the socialist transformation under the leadership of the Communist 
Party of China faced the same problem: the contradiction between the speed of 
social construction and the masses’ recognition ability. At the same time, the 
speed of social construction also contains multiple contradictions. The most 
important thing is the U.S. and the Soviet Union’s international situation for 
hegemony, forcing China to increase its overall national strength rapidly. As a 
result, China adopted a highly politicized development model and finally de-
viated from the standard track of economic construction. The level that it ex-
tracted stipulated people’s attributes and it fell into the practice of extreme uto-
pian socialism. 

Deng Xiaoping publicly admitted that China’s reform and opening-up began 
with a new study and understanding of Lenin’s new economic policy. Professor 
Dr. Yang Jing told us through the last chapter that the Chinese Communist Par-
ty has returned to the issue of people, but it refuses to be confused with Western 
humanitarian ideas. They returned to the New Economic Policy, and then to the 
young Marx and his “Manuscript of Economics and Philosophy in 1844” and 
launched an academic debate on the issue of “humanitarianism and alienation” 
in Chinese academic circles. 

Meanwhile, the Chinese people have continuously formed a consensus in 
practice: The people that Marx and Lenin care about are individuals in the la-
bor-production community, and they link the destiny of people and people 
through social labor. The Chinese Communist Party’s concern for people does 
not come from the hymn of morality but guides the people to realize that the 
common interest is the most extended. At present, the Communist Party of 
China is standing based on socialist humanitarianism, carrying out its national 
governance and participating in global governance. 

Professor. Dr. Yang Jing’s research methods focus on analyzing texts, but 
there are two types of “texts.” A kind of “text” is the “document” that carries 
ideas. He not only read through the Chinese version of “The Complete Works of 
Lenin”, which is said to be the largest and most complete version in the world at 
present but also carefully read the works of historical figures of Lenin’s time and 
who had intersections with Lenin’ historical context. Another type of “text” is 
the “document” that records the historical process. The writing of thought can-
not be separated from the possible scope of historical delineation. Dr. Yang Jing 
has not waited to master a large amount of Russian historical materials to make 
the thought and interpretation of his retelling closer to the truth of history. 

This book is highly recommended for scholars who have interest in social hu-
maniora theory in the English-speaking world. Meanwhile, this book also can help 
us to avoid prejudices and re-introduce Lenin who respects and cares for people. 
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Abstract 

The current study was designed to understand the relationship between iden-
tity and codeswitching among 240 Malaysian Chinese undergraduate stu-
dents. The data for this study consisted of questionnaires, interview samples, 
and various observational records. The results reveal that there is a significant 
relationship between identity and codeswitching. This research also indicated 
how Malaysian Chinese students use codeswitching when communicating 
with people through observational note-taking, audiotaping, and videotaping. 
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1. Introduction 

With the influence of internationalization and globalization, the phenomenon of 
multilingualism is increasing. In many countries in Southeast Asia, bilingual-
ism’s popularity is increasing due to historical and political reasons. Malaysia is 
the place where the monsoons meet, and it is also the historical intersection of 
the two major civilizations in Asia (China, India) and Western civilization. Ma-
lay, English, Chinese, and Tamil are all derived from different language families 
and cultural traditions, and they all come together in the end. The multilingual 
social environment is a prerequisite for the existence of code-switching. 

Malaysian Chinese have long lived in a multilingual society. During the Brit-
ish colonial rule, Malaysian Chinese mainly communicated in English, Chinese 
and Chinese dialects. After long-term and stable contact with Chinese, the phe-
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nomenon of mutual interference and borrowing with many other languages oc-
curred, especially in terms of vocabulary borrowing. After a long time of accu-
mulation and precipitation, both Malaysian Chinese and English have absorbed 
other language systems’ components, causing the original language structure to 
mutate. With several languages and dialects at their disposal, Malaysian Chinese 
speakers are bilinguals or trilingual and are expected to speak in standard Chi-
nese, Bahasa Melayu, and English. In Malaysia today, it is not feasible and im-
possible to use only one language for a long time. There are so many different 
kinds of languages in Malaysia, which are used in society without restriction. It 
is a natural law to influence each other. The Chinese are facing a multilingual 
environment. Broadcasting, newspapers, and other media and interpersonal 
communication in various languages affect Malaysian Chinese’s language all the 
time. In a few minutes of conversation, the local Chinese can use several lan-
guages one after another, without any pause in thinking about transcoding, and 
the code conversion may be words, phrases, or entire sentences. 

Hence, code-switching is seen as a common everyday language situation 
where speakers change from one language to another. Meanwhile, code-switching 
has become an integral part of the speakers’ speech style as they code-switch 
within a single utterance, and it has appeared to be a new language variety (Lim, 
1997; David, 2003; David, 2009; Morais, 1991; Le Vasan, 1996; Jamaliah, 1995). 

Although some scholars have studied the phenomenon of codeswitching in 
Malaysia from different perspectives, such as from the perspectives of language 
history, language policy, word variation, national education, education, and the 
status quo of Chinese in Malaysia, there are not many types of research on the 
interrelationship between choice and linguistic identity. The code-switching of 
Malaysian Chinese in interacting with their own and other ethnic groups in-
volves language users and social issues such as their psychology, physiology, and 
identity construction. Therefore, from the perspective of pragmatics, it is of par-
ticular significance to study the new generation of Malaysian Chinese youth’s 
code-switching in their interactions with their nation and other nations to form 
the identity construction. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Code-Switching 

Code-switching drew quite a little attention from only a few scholars in the field 
of linguistics when the phenomenon first appeared in the 1920s. Code-switching 
is a typical phenomenon in a multiracial and multilingual country such as Ma-
laysia. Crystal (1987), Berthold, Mangubhai, and Bartorowicz (1997) suggested 
that code-switching is the bilinguals’ ability to effortlessly alternate between two 
languages during a single speech or their conversations. Code-switching is con-
sidered a type of alteration of diverse forms, including sentences and phrases al-
teration from two languages (Skiba, 1997). Other studies found that codes-
witching is affected by several sociolinguistic factors in which “can be done by 
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simply borrowing some lexical items from another language or by switching 
from one language to another” (Dumanig, 2010: p. 40). 

Based on previous studies, code-switching takes place in a variety of domains. 
For example, in Malaysia, code-switching happens in the home domain regard-
less of their family’s background (Jariah, 2006: David, 2001; Kuang, 2002). When 
referring to food items, it may happen, accommodating one’s lack of proficiency, 
indicating solidarity, rapport, distancing, teasing, aggravation, and reprimanding 
(David, 2009). Additionally, code-switching is also practiced by professional’s 
informal situations. Here, it is used to explain ambiguous statements in commu-
nication. Tan (1993) discovers that ESL teachers in Malaysia had made mea-
ningful code-switching patterns from English to Bahasa Melayu during classes. 
The switches were not done at random, but they occurred when the previous 
language was not effective. 

Hong (2007) studied Malaysian social changes and local Chinese language 
transfer from Malaysian Chinese’s perspective. This research explores the three 
generations of the same family in Malaysia from the macro sociolinguistic pers-
pective, exploring history background, education, and social factors that influ-
enced the Malaysian Chinese codeswitching. An in-depth investigation shows 
when a speaker switches from English to Bahasa Melayu or Chinese as a con-
scious group identification act, and code-switching is used as an identity marker 
in Malaysia. Hamers and Blanc (2000: p. 266) also indicated that code-switching 
is used as a communicative strategy and a marker of ethnic-group membership 
and identity. Speakers make use of code-switching when they want to signal the 
membership of a particular group identity. 

Many studies have examined the factors and the different code-switching pat-
terns (Dumanig, 2010). The regularities in alternating between languages in a 
particular speech community are also associated with specific social roles. These 
are considered as rights and obligations (Myers-Scotton, 1993; Dumanig, 2010). 
Myers-Scotton (1993) further explained that a participant indicates her under-
standing of the relevant role in the current situation and context when speaking 
a particular language. Speakers must share an understanding of the social 
meanings and significance of particular language choices as a basis. Besides its 
use of filling linguistic gaps and achieves discursive aims, code-switching is often 
practiced to show group identification or speakers’ identity of several ethnic 
groups (Morais, 1991). 

2.2. Identity 

According to Fishman (1999), identity means “who you are,” which is your dis-
tinctiveness of being a particular person. In the social sciences, identity is how 
individuals mark themselves as parts of a social group. In psychology, it refers to 
a person’s confidence or self-image. 

Scholars like Bucholtz and Hall (2003; 2004a; 2004b) perceive identity as a 
developing concept based on different situations. They defined identity as “the 
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self and others” (p 586). Here, the notion of others in identity construction is 
recognized. Identity is seen as a sort of fluid characteristic of changing, actively 
constructed, and co-constructed while receiving acknowledgment from others 
through interaction. It is continually built and perceived through someone’s in-
volvement in individual, social, and institutional activities. Mckinley, Mastro, 
and Warber (2014) clarified that “language is inevitably at the center stage of 
identity construction in multilingual and multidialectal contexts where language 
choices have to be made” (p. 221). 

Further explained by Paltridge (2006), one’s identity can be observed through 
the use of language, multi-modal activities, and communities in which one is in 
it. His research allows someone to have multi identities with roles assigned. 
Hence, a person may be displayed as many characters or identities according to 
the settings (Gee, 2005; Thornborrow, 1999; Widyawati, 2015; Cameron, 2001). 
These descriptions of identity help to conclude that identity is subjective and not 
static. It is constructed and developed through various social situations and con-
texts. 

In Social Identity Theory, the phenomenon of using language to portray dif-
ferent personal identities through social groups is considered a natural occur-
rence. The social group refers to individuals who assume themselves as members 
of the same social category with mutual social identity. People tend to categorize 
themselves into many social categories, such as religious affiliation, organizational 
membership, gender, etc. This social classification enables one to define oneself in 
the social setting (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). The in-group and out-groups existence 
would lead to social behaviors such as prejudiced or discriminatory attitudes 
against certain social groups within a community due to bias and favoritism 
within the in-group. 

The role of language in this process comes when language is used as a potent 
symbol of identity to test or maintain intergroup boundaries (Meyerhoff, 2006). 
Stets and Burke (2000) added that persons are labeled as the in-group and the 
out-group through social comparison in the social category. The in-group is for 
persons similar to the self, whereas the out-group differs from the self. Thus, one 
may use different languages when communicating with the in-group and the 
out-group to balance the affiliation and the differences between oneself and the 
other person when people try to include themselves in a particular social group 
using the language interlocutors know. It fosters a sense of self-belonging to 
those with solid dialect attachment or a sense of self-identity. 

Moreover, David (2006) studied this view based on social identity theory, 
where he investigated language shifting in a Hong Kong Chiuchao family. The 
findings discovered that the Chiuchao immigrants identify themselves as Hong 
Kong people rather than Chiuchaonese. Here, it suggests that the shift of lan-
guage indicates the shift of self-identity. Mckinley, Mastro, and Warber (2014) 
examined two groups of Latino (in-group) and white customers (out-group) 
exposed to positive Latino media exemplars. The results find that one’s race or 
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ethnicity may promote in-group favoring responses, and for the out-group 
members, in-group racial/ethnic identification is an essential factor, especially in 
media-related interethnic evaluations. 

2.3. Identity and Codeswitching 

Various studies have been done in language and identity, covering a wide range 
of contexts and social categories such as gender, race, and nation. Omar (1993) 
also studied the relationship between language and ethnicity. It was concluded 
that the common language acts as a marker of cultural identity—linguistic iden-
tity changes with the environment, language use, and development of the indi-
vidual. 

Jariah (2003) also pointed out that learning a language involves internalizing 
cultural features, which are the linguistic system’s significant characteristics. 
“The language spoken by somebody and his or her identity as a speaker of this 
language are inseparable” (Tabouret-Keller, 1997: p. 315). In addition to recog-
nizing the vital link between language and Identity, Tabouret-Keller reminded 
us that identity is endlessly created according to social constraints, social inte-
ractions, and wishes that may be subjective and unique (p. 316). 

According to Gumperz (1982), bilinguals choose one or the other language to 
index the codeswitching identities. However, Hong (2010) indicated that: 
code-switching is very common, especially among the younger generation, by 
using questionnaires and interviews with three different generations (grandpa-
rents, children, and grandchildren) in Malaysia Chinese families. She also em-
phasized that in a pluralistic society, young Malaysian Chinese have a relatively 
high level of education and solid trilingual skills, but they have their own lan-
guage choice (English) and tend to move closer to the Malay culture to express 
them. 

When faced with Western and local culture’s impact, it is impossible to pre-
serve their ancestors’ traditional Chinese culture forever. In order to survive, 
Malaysian Chinese must integrate into the local mainstream society. Therefore, 
the integration results are expressed in the language and formed a special rela-
tionship among Malaysian Chinese. However, in light of recent nonessentialist 
conceptualizations of identity, this straightforward association of language and 
identity is still open to questioning. 

The research examines the relationship between code-switching and Identity 
among Malaysian Chinese university students from Kuala Lumpur. The main 
questions of this study are: 

1) What is the relationship between identity and codeswitching among Ma-
laysian Chinese university students? 

2) How do Malaysian Chinese students use codeswitching when communi-
cating with people? 

3) What attitudes do Malaysian Chinese students use codeswitching when 
communicating with the people? 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Research Design 

The present study is a non-experimental study to examine the relationship be-
tween code-switching and identity. The researcher is also interested in exploring 
the attitudes towards using codeswitching and their identities in a particular so-
cial context. This study uses multiple methodologies of questionnaires and in-
terviews to examine the research questions. 

3.2. Participants 

There are 240 Malaysian Chinese undergraduate students from 5 universi-
ties: the University of Malaya, National University of Malaysia, University 
Kuala Lumpur; Taylor University; Help University in the Kuala Lumpur 
area. Furthermore, five undergraduate students involved in the observation 
and interviews are all from the University of Malaya but with different facul-
ties. There are two females and three males with an average age are around 
20 - 22. 

3.3. Data Collecting 

Questionnaires were used as a tool to investigate the first research question. Two 
hundred forty copies of questionnaires were distributed in 5 universities in the 
Kuala Lumpur area. Before filling out the questionnaire, explain to the partici-
pants the purpose of the research, research questions, research significance, etc. 
The researcher’s personal information will be kept confidential. 

Five students’ language samples were collected from each subject in school 
settings to get sufficient bilingual speech data. Due the time allotted for their 
classroom instructions, the classroom observations were conducted over two 
months. The data for this research consists of videotapes, audiotapes, and ob-
servational notes recorded. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Question 1: What is the relationship between identity and codeswitching 
among Malaysian Chinese university students? 

According to Figure 1, the primary language used in university and social 
network domains is diverse. The Malaysian Chinese participants use English 
when speaking in both university and social network domains. Almost half of 
the Malaysian Chinese undergraduate students stated that they use primarily 
English in the university domain, and another 52% use standard Chinese. How-
ever, in the frequency of language use (see Figure 1), the result shows that the 
usage of standard Chinese by the participants is slightly higher than English in 
most language situations. 

According to Figure 2, codeswitching (standard Chinese and English) is more 
frequent in Chinese community communication. This code-switching is also 
used in the social network domain. In the social networking sites such as Facebook,  
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e-mail, Forums, and others, the participants may feel like when it comes to using 
these English or Chinese websites, codeswitching (English and Chinese) could be 
recognized as the primary communication way. 

In contrast, the participants use English-Bahasa Melayu codeswitching pre-
dominantly in the university with their lecturers and classmates of different 
states and races. They use this codeswitching when discussing various university 
domain issues, including talking about studies, personal and friendship matters. 
All of these, they want to express their Malaysian citizens. 

The use of code-switching in all the domains also proves that mixing codes 
with different addressees is a typical pattern among Malaysian Chinese. From 
the findings (see Table 1), it is shown that there is a significant relationship be-
tween codeswitching using and their identity. 

The data conform to the finding from Lim (1997), where he revealed the  
 

 
Figure 1. The frequency of language use. 

 

 
Figure 2. The codeswitching using. 

 
Table 1. Correlation test of codeswitching using and identity. 

 codeswitching using identity 

codeswitching using 

  0.619** 

Pearson Relevance 1 0.000 

Significance. (two-tails)  240 

identity 

Number 240 1 

Pearson Relevance 0.619**  

significance(two-tails) 0.000 240 
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popularity of code-switching amongst Malaysian adolescents. Dumanig (2010) 
also found that code-switching was evidently used among Filipino-Malaysian 
couples. However, this research is inconsistent with Hong (2007). Only about 
half of the participants did code-switching, especially in the home and social 
network domains. Identity is endlessly created according to social constraints, 
social interactions, and wishes that may be subjective and unique. Within the 
home and internal social network, using standard Chinese could strongly ex-
press their Chinese identity. Malaysian Chinese who have a high degree of rec-
ognition of the local culture have more highly regarded English, Malay or alter-
native languages as their primary life language, while those Malaysian Chinese 
who actively support the Chinese culture use standard Chinese. 

Question 2: How do Malaysian Chinese students use codeswitching when 
communicating with people? 

Code-switching is practiced to accommodate others, to connect linguistic dif-
ferences, to reduce social distance, to create effective communication, to show 
affiliation, to establish rapport, or even to withhold information (Jamaliah, 1995; 
Omar, 1993; Le Vasan, 1996; Morais, 1991; Jariah, 2006; David, 2006; David, 
2003; Kow, 2003). The participants’ codeswitching in the domains relies on the 
interlocutor (who), the topic (what), language repertoire, and proficiency. 78% 
of them agree that the language which they use most in all domains depends on 
‘who’ they are speaking with and ‘what’ they are talking about. 

One hundred and fifty-one cases of codeswitching occurred among the five 
Malaysian Chinese undergraduate students, about 15% of the total of nine hun-
dred and eighty-seven utterances. The number and percentage of codeswitched 
utterances of the subjects are shown in Table 2, reflecting that unbalanced bi-
lingual subject’s codeswitched more frequently than their balanced bilingual 
counterparts in the classroom setting, an average frequency of 32.5% versus 
8.9%. This result is due to their interaction pattern. The balanced bilingual stu-
dents interacted with the monolingual English speakers dominantly, while the 
unbalanced bilingual students interacted with the other bilingual students and 
Chinese-dominant speakers. 

Table 3 shows the distribution of codeswitching employed by five Malaysian 
Chinese in the classroom setting. Syntactically, Chinese bilingual subjects 
switched intersententially more frequently than intrasententially, 66.9% versus 
33.1%. Language competence of the subjects did not significantly influence  

 
Table 2. The proportion of codeswitching utterance at school. 

codeswitching JM SW CH CA AJ 

N 6 17 12 54 33 

T 115 186 72 293 131 

% 5.2 9.1 16.7 18.4 25.2 

Note: N indicated the frequency of codeswitching; T indicated the number of total utterances; % indicates 
the proportion of codeswitching in the total utterance 
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Table 3. Distribution of Codeswitching at school. 

 situational stylistic total 

 N % N % N % 

intersentential 70 46.4 31 20.5 101 66.9 

intrasentential 41 27.2 9 6.0 50 33.1 

Total 111 73.5 40 26.5 151 100.0 

 
codeswitching behaviors in terms of syntactic categories and the language struc-
ture in which codeswitching occurred. However, balanced bilingual subjects 
showed a slightly higher frequency of intrasentential codeswitching than unba-
lanced bilingual subjects, with an average frequency of 43% versus 35.8%. Soci-
olinguistically, situational codeswitching occurred more frequently than stylistic 
ones, 73.5% versus 26.5%, as indicated by Table 3. This result was true of all the 
subjects, regardless of their language competence. 

The findings are confirmed with the findings from Paltridge (2006)’s study. 
The learners’ social contacts in this domain are also varied with different back-
grounds, ethnicities, religions, and languages. Identity with a particular culture 
often determines his language attitude, and the language that can be shared in 
the community is the basis for establishing a sense of cultural identity. A per-
son’s cultural identity, language attitude, and language use codeswitching often 
influence each other and have the characteristics of having “You” in “I” and “I” 
in “You”. 

Question 3: What attitudes do Malaysian Chinese students use codes-
witching when communicating with people? 

1) Attitudes towards using Codeswitching 
According to the interview, five participants all support that codeswitching 

has a significant effect on identity construction. Codeswitching can be consi-
dered a dominant language phenomenon for them as it is used in the two do-
mains of university and social network. They all recognized that they use codes-
witching spontaneously without requiring them to make such a choice. 

It is also shown that even they are good English speakers, they are still loyal to 
their heritage and will use standard Chinese or the local dialects whenever it is 
appropriate. Under this situation, codeswitching (English and Chinese) is easier 
to happen. In a way, we can conclude that their identities are context-dependent. 
The participants are also aware that using English is pragmatic since English is 
valued socially and academically. They also acknowledge the importance of 
Chinese and the advantages gained for being fluent in English. For example, 

“A bonus! You can call yourself a polyglot! I am very proud of people who 
can speak more than one language. I have a lot of Chinese friends who 
speak English and Chinese well.” “It is a bonus when you can master Chi-
nese and English. I do not find it a problem or a surprise when a Malaysian 
Chinese can use a code-switching.” “When we have dialect or Chinese, 
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sometimes it’s tough to converse in English. By being able to speak it 
fluently, it shows that we have the effort to improve our skills”. “People are 
quite impressed, I think. Since I can speak good English and Chinese, I 
think I prove them wrong, and I’m kind of proud of it”. “I think it’s nothing 
new; a lot of people are like this nowadays. But I still think it’s a good thing 
because it means that you can keep up with the modern world by speaking 
good English and Chinese but still embrace your heritage.” 

This finding is supported by Omar (1993), which describes in her study that 
when speakers speak Chinese or English, they have different identity features. 
Codeswitching is also an efficient way to project a national and ethnic image 
when using national and ethnic language mixed with projecting a different iden-
tity. Although English has become as crucial as their native language in Malay-
sia, English’s impact on Malaysia’s Chinese Identity is not permanent and sig-
nificant. Instead, identity adapts due to many factors, as discussed previously. 
Ultimately, the participants still consider themselves Malaysian Chinese, and 
their heritage is always valued. It also shows that codeswitching can be adopted 
regardless of one’s background. 

2) Attitudes towards their Malaysia Chinese Identity 
Based on the participants’ interviews, it is clear that these people develop a 

content sense of attachment or pride toward their identity. For example: 

“I am proud to be Malaysian Chinese because I have my own unique iden-
tity.”, “I am proud of it (being Malaysian Chinese) because we are friendly.” 
“Being a Malaysian Chinese is something that builds who I am,” “I was 
born here/Malaysia) and I am proud of where I come from”. Since their 
first languages are either local dialect or standard Chinese, their identity is 
nurtured by their background and linguistic behavior. In return, it gives an 
impact on their choice of language based on the identity they are display-
ing.” 

There is a sense of pride in preserving their heritage. Malaysian Chinese feel 
proud of where they come from and whenever they speak the local dialect. This 
feeling fosters a strong sense of identity within them due to a resilient affection 
towards their heritage, especially the national language and the dialect. Accord-
ing to the participants, they feel that being Malaysian Chinese and speak good 
English and Chinese at the same time is something positive and beneficial. Being 
competent both in English and Chinese makes them feel proud and gives them a 
rewarding feeling. It also boosts their confidence and self-esteem. 

5. Implications 

The findings in this study also have some educational implications. Firstly, Chi-
nese language teachers should create an environment to accommodate and 
promote first languages in a classroom setting. Bilingual educators should en-
courage using the students’ first language or codeswitching as an effective coop-
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erative learning strategy and a communicative strategy essential for learning. 
Secondly, school administrators should provide flexible classroom arrangements 
for second language learners to provide opportunities for exchanging ideas, peer 
interactions, and cultural backgrounds and values. Thirdly, Chinese language 
teachers should use a more effective means of assessing and evaluating language 
proficiency to incorporate a more holistic way of assessing language develop-
ment. The students’ proficiency should not be measured simply on a numerical 
scale because of factors that influence usages, such as students’ attitudes towards 
themselves, their families, and their two languages. The possibility exists of as-
sessing language proficiency accurately by observing students in other environ-
ments, such as in school and home settings (Commins, 1989). Fourthly, lan-
guage and culture need to be integrated into the curriculum to educate second 
language learners to cultivate academically successful bilingual and bicultural 
learners. Lastly, as social guidance, schools and media must strictly abide by 
grammatical norms and establish a correct language model. Young people who 
are establishing a primary language must also learn a standardized language to 
avoid language confusion. In a society with a complicated humanistic back-
ground, one can adopt a more tolerant attitude toward language use and not de-
liberately prevent language integration. From the perspective of social integra-
tion and the recognition of local culture by overseas Chinese, the language mo-
saic phenomenon has its positive side and is a new page in overseas Chinese de-
velopment history. 

6. Conclusion 

The current study was designed to understand the relationship between identity 
and codeswitching among 240 Malaysian Chinese undergraduate students. The 
data for this study consisted of questionnaires, interview samples, and various 
observational records. The results reveal that there is a significant relationship 
between identity and codeswitching. This research also indicated how Malaysian 
Chinese students use codeswitching when communicating with people through 
observational note-taking, audiotaping, and videotaping. Cultural Identity itself 
is a rather abstract concept. How to scientifically quantify a person’s cultural 
identity is inevitably controversial. This study focused on the questionnaires and 
observation of Malaysian Chinese undergraduate students’ codeswitching beha-
vior to project their attitudes towards their identity. Whether there are more scien-
tific analysis methods still needs to be further discussed. On the other hand, the so-
cio-economic status related to bilingual language behaviors could also be studied in 
further study, especially in teacher education. It could be studied as it applies to 
teachers’ beliefs, attitudes, and academic expectations of bilingual students. 
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